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A t.-:..-_onic st_tor, having multiple-circular-arc airfoils wi:J, minimunT...c,u_ature
at the [ortvard portion of the a;A'foil consistent with flotv-choking limitation_ was
tested over a range of flc_v angles ar,d velocities. The transition poir4 of the
airfoil s_ction :.-as located at an assumed shock location. Stator inlet flow was
generated by means of an inlet guide vane and flow generation rotor. Transonic
stator inlet flow was achieved at design speed, but Mach numbers -_-ere slightly
lower than ',he design values. M, asured minimum stator 'osses at mid-span were
lc_'er than the NASA loss correL, tion for com_ara;)le Mach numbers. Near the
blade ends the losses increased sharply. At mid-span, *.he stator exhibited a
m'-L_mum total pressure loss coefficient,_, of 0.0L7 at d6sign speed. The inlet
._.lach number and di_gion factor at minimum loss were 0.91 and 0.53 respec-
tively. Near the hub at 90 percent span, the stator minimum total pressure loss
coefficient, inlet Mach number, and diffusion factor _,'ere 0. 145, 1. 00 and 0.63
respectively. At 10 percent span, the stator minimum total pressure loss eo-
e_[icient, inlet Mach number and diffusion factor were 0. 098, o. 84 and 0. 50
respectively. At design speed, optimum stator incidence occurred at zero degrees
to the su:tion surface at all radial stations except at 90 per_ci:t span, where mini-
mum losses occurred at positive incidences. Stator deviatiJns were two to five
degrees greater than predicted.
Pre-swirl levels producer" by the inlet guide vane were within 3° of the design values.
Total pressure losses were lower than predicted.
The rotor was capable of nroviding the desigh flow angle to the stator, although
110 p_rcent of design speed was re._uired to p_oduce the design stator inlet ,.lach
number.
._taximum airflcav at design speed was L34.7 lb/sec which is 0.3 lb/sec less than
the design value. Over-all stage efficiency at design speed and 134.7 Ib/sec
airflow was c_e noint lower than predicted.
Circumferential distortions in total presst.re, static pressure, and total tem-
perature were measured by stator inlet and stator exit instrumentation. All
• distortions were sho#n to result from inlet guide vane wakes or from a periodic
rotor exit back-pressure pattern, which repeated across each stator gap. These
effe:,ts were min..-ized by c_xefully selecting the circumf_.rential location of
dual instrumentation in order to average the distortlons.
Inser'_ing traverse probes in the airstrean', between the rotor and stator also
caused large c:rcumf,-_rential distortions and re_luced the airflow when the Mach •
numbers in Lhis region approached 1.0. Instrumpnta:ion blockage effects were
minimized by limitin@, sir, ultaneous traversing to combinations of probes which
eZowed no mutual inter[erence effects.
,,,o=.o, 1
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II. INTRODUCTION
Under contract NAS3-1614 to NASA, the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of
United Aircraft mvectigated blade-element performance of stators designed to
operate in the transonic range.
The objective of this i_vestigation was t_ obtain blade element data on a family
of blade shapes which it is thought will be suitable for stator blade sections
which operate at high flow M_ch numbers. This new family of blade shapes is
termed multiple-circular-arc (MCA) blading, defined as two double-circular-arc
blades joined at a common transition _oint. The _orward and rearward portions
of the blade are circular-arc sections of different radii. These blade shape_
are aimed _t covtrolling the flow turning over the forward portion of the blade
with respect to the total turning so as to minimize losses associated with flow
shocks.
The contract includes testing three different stator airfoil shapes. Stator inlet
flow was provided by an inlet guide vane and flow-generation rotor. Two stators
have multiple-circular-arc airfoils with the supersonic turning equal to 0. 6 of
that for an equivalent double-circular-arc airfoil stator. One multiple-circular-
arc design (MCA-A) has the transition between the low curvature forward section
and the rearward sec*.on, located at the absumed passage shock position. The
ether design (MCA-B) has its transition point moved to the rear of the shock
location. A third stator with double-circular-arc airfoils provides a basis for
comparison.
The three sets of stators were designed for an inlet relative Mach number of 1.1
at the hub and an inlet flow angle of 48". The blading was designed to turn the
flow to the axial direction at all radii. A hub solidity of 1. 9- was selected along
with an aspect ratio of 2.06, which resulted in 63 blades having a chord of 2. 155
inches. Detail design of these stators along with the ciesign of the inlet guide
vane and flow generation rotor is given in Reference 1.
This report presents blade element performance of the multiple-circular-arc
stator A, inlet guide vane, and flow generation rotor. Also presented are over-
11performance data for the eonbination of inlet guide vane and rotor and for






The following symbols are used:
A - area, ft"
A - annulus area, It 2 (3. '/6 at the inlet grade vane leading edge)
Af -,frontal area, ft 2 15. 241 at the inlet guide vane leading edge)
c - chord length, in
D - diffusion factor
9
g - acceleration of gravity, 32.17 ft/sec-
i - incidence angle, angle bet_veen inlet air direction and line tangent
rn
to blade mean camber line at leading edge, degrees
i - incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent
s
to blade suction surfa_ at leading edge, degrees
M - Mach number
N - rotor speed, rpm
P - total pressure, psfa
..
-
p - static pressure, psfa ;
R - gas constant, 53.35 ft-lbs/lb(°R)
r - radius, ft ..
S - blade spacing, in
• T - total _emperature, °R
t . .-- static temperature, OR
t/c" - _lckness-t_-chord ratio
U - rotor speed, ft/sec
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W - weight fl_w, !bs/sec
- air angle, angle between air velocity and axial direction, degrees
7 - ratio of specific heats
A_ - airturningangle, degrees
S - ratio o.c inlet total pressure to standard pressure of 2116.22 lbs/ft 2
_' - _eviationangle,angle between exitair directionand tangentto
b.lademean camber lineattrailingedge, degrees
- efficiency, %
# - ratio of inlet total temperature J_pstandard temperature of 518.6°R
p - mas_ density, lbs-sec2/ft 4
¢ - solidity, ratio of chord to spacing
- total pres_ure loss coefficient
/
- angular _elocity of rotor, radians/sec "
@
Superscripts:
' - relative tomoving blades




r - radial direction





O - tangential direction
0 - plenum chamber
1 - inFtrument plane upstream of inlet guide vane (IGV)
2 - station at IGV leading edge
3 - station at IGV trailing edge
4 - instrument plane upstream of rotor
5 - station at rotor inlet
Q
6 - station at rotor exit
7 - instrument plane upstr_,wn of stator
8 - staticn at stator leading edge
9 - station at stator trailing edge
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IV. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
A. Compressor Test Facility
The compressor test facility is shown schematically in Figure 1. :t is equipped
with a gas-turbine-drive engine, using a 2. 1:1 gearbox to give the optimum speed-
range c._pability.
Air enters th._ugh a calibrated nozzle for flow measurements. A 72-foot straight
section of 42-inch-diameter pipe runs from the nozzle t_ a 90-inch-diameter
inlet pier, urn. Wire-mesh screen and an "egg-crate" s_ructure located midway
thro lgh the plenum provide a uniform pressure profile into the compressor.
The compl_ssor airflow is exhausted into a toroidal collector and then into a
six-foot-diameter discharge stack. A six-foot-diameter valve in the stack pro-
vides back pressure for the test compressor. Two smaller valves, one 24-inch
and one 12-inch, in bypass lines, provide vernier control oi back pressure.
B. Test Compressor
The test compressor (Figure 2) is a single-stage, axial-flow comFressor with
an inlet guide vane. It has a constant outside diameter of 31.0 inches and a
hub/tip ratio at the stator inlet of 0.70. Complet_ details of the design are given
in Reference I.
C. Inlet Guide Vane
Inlet guide vanes were required to produce the necessary inlet swirl to the roto_
to meet the flow requirements of the stator. The amount of turning is large,
but analysis indicates that small changes from design values would not cause
significant performance changes. There are 2T vanes designed as NACA M400
series airfoils. These were selected since the hdet Mach number is only about
0.46. The vanes were designed for an aspect ratio of 2. 14 and a chord of 3.5
inches, which was held constant from root to tip. A summary of design values
at five streamlines at which blade-element data wet_ obtainsd is given in Table
I. The streamlines chosen are those which pass _rough 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90
percent of the stator inlet passage height.
D. Roto__...rr
The aerodynamic design of the rotor was based on the stat0r flow requirements
and existing facilities. The-esulting rotor was designed for a pressure ratio





the hub and a constant outer diameter of 31 inches. The desif_n tip speed _s
1197 ft/sec, the design inlet flow per unit annulus area is 36.0 lb/ft 2, and the
rotor root inlet diameter is 16.6 inches. The rotor was designed for _n aspect
ratio of 1.5 and a chord of 4. 2 inches, wh_.ch was held constart from root to tip.
Twenty-eight blades with double-circular-arc sections were ussd. Complete
details of the rotor design are given in Reference 1. A summary of the rotor
design for fi_ streamlines at which blade-element data were obtained is given
in Table II. As mentioned for the inlet guide vanes, the streamlines chosen
were those which pass through 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90 percent of the stator inlet
passage height.
TABLE I
INLET GUIDE VANE DESIGN DATA
(Station2 - Station3)
Percent of St_ttor Leading Edlze Span From O. D.
10 30 50 70 90
Inlet Dia. 29.62 26.94 23.94 20.72 17.59
Exit Dia. 29.60 26.9t_ 24. 16 21. 01 17.69
82 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
83 21.6 °3. I 26.2 30.2 36.0 =
M2 0. 473 0. 4728 0. 470 0. 464 0. 4593
¢ 1.020 I.142 1.253 i.442 i.700
t/c 0.09 0.09 0.09 0. 09 0.09
c 3.5 3.5 3. b 3.5 3.5
i -6. 51 -6. 15 -5. 75 -5. 32 -4. 90
m








Percent of StatorLeading Edge Span From O. D.
...... 10 30 50 70 90
Inlet Dia. 29.68 2_. 26 24.51 21.61 18.56
Exit Dia. 29.87 27.98 25. 95 23.73 21.69
/_'5 56.3 52.7 48.88 43.7 36.5
/_'6 38.77 32.6 24. 5 12.7 -1.60
M' 5 1. C3 0. 945 0. 836 0.71 0.56t
¢ 1. 265 1. 362 1. 500 1. 690 1. 968
t/c 0. 044 0. 051 0. 958 0. 066 0. 075
c 4.2 4.2 4. '_ 4.2 4.2
i 2.8 2.73 3.58 3.47 3.55
m
5° 2.95 5. 55 8.58 9.52 11.03
0. 115 0. 088 0. 072 0. 094 0. 194
D 0.416 0. 398 0. 367 0. 320 0.209
E. State.___L
The multiple-circular-arc airfoil is composed of sections of two double-circular-
arc blades, joined at a common transition point (Figure 3). The two independent
double-circular-arc sections allow control of the amount of supersonic turning
and thus permit optimizing shock losses with respect to diffusiou losses in order
to obtain minimum overall losses. The transition point for the MCA-A airfoil
was located at the assumed shock location, as was the maximum thickness point.
Supersonic suction-surface camber was set at 0.6 that of a DCA stator having




five streamlines at which blade-element data were obtained is given in Table
HI. A photograph of the-rn'h_tiple-circular-arc stator A is shown in Figure 4.
TABLE III
STATOR DESIGN DATA, MCA-A
(Station 8 - Station 9_"
Percent of Stator Leading Edge Span From O. D.
.f
I0 30 50 70 90
Inlet Diao 30.02 28 18 26.35 24.52 22.69
Exit Diao 30.05 28.38 26.74 25.11 23.53
_8 41.46 41.57 42.55 44.02 46. _9
89 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0
M8 0.86 0.90 0.94 1.00 i. 0,6
¢ 1. 437 1.525 1. 627 1. 740 1. 870
t/c 0. 076 0.068 0.060 0.052 0. 044
c 2. 155 2. 155 2. 155 2. 155 2. 155
i 11.1 10.3 9.3 7.9 6.2
m
6° 9.2 8.6 8.5 8.7 9.7
0.073 0. 080 0. 091 0.108 0. 130
D 0.52 0.53 0.54 0.55 0.57
Stator leading and trailing edge radii are both 0.01 inch across the span. Design
incidence to the suction surface is 0°.
F. Instrumentation
Airflow was measured using a flow nozzle de.oigned to I?& flow-nozzle specifica-
tions {Reference 3). Compressor speed was measured with an impulse-type
pickup, an electromagnetic device that counts the number of gear teeth passing
within a time :aterval an6 convert8 the count to RPM.
P/.,GE NO, 9
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Instrumentation was located so as to balance out the effects of the inlet guide
vanes wakes, which shadow downstream through the rotor and stator, and to
partially account for the effect of local back-pressuring by the stator on the
rotor. The magnitude of these effects is discussed later.
Two total pressure wake rakes were used behind the inlet guide vane. A 24-
element rake was used to obtain data at the 10, 30 and 50 percent streamlines
and a 22-element rake was used to obtain data at the 70 and 90 percent stream-
lines. The rakes were fixed rvdially and were relocated between test runs to
obtnm the data at all radial locations. Each probe was rotated to align impact
tubes on the rake with the design flow angl,'.
Three high-frequency-response total pressure probes using quartz crystal
transducers as sensors were located behind the rotor near the outer case at
station 6. These pressure probes were spaced circumferentially to determine
the number and rotating speed of any rotating stall cells.
Two total pressure wake rakes (Figure 5), each having thirteen impact tubes
equally spaced across a stator gap, were traversed radially behind the stator.
These pressure rakes were spaced circumferentially to average out the effects
of inlet guide vane wakes.
Five total temperature radial rakes (Figure 5), each having five shielded thermo-
couples, were located downstream of the stator on an extension of the mid-
channel streamline between the stator vanes and were spaced circumferentia!ly
to average out the inlet guide vane wake effects.
Subsequent to the testing of the MCA Stator A, one circumferential tempera-
ture rake (Figure 5), consisting of six shielded thermocouples equally spaced
across a statcr gap, was installed at station 10. This temperature rake was
traversed radially behind the stator to determine the circumferential variation
in the total temperature across a stator gap at five radial locations. These
data were used to average out the stator wake effects. The information obtained
from the MCA Stator B tests was applied to the MCA Stator A analysis.
Four static pressure taps were located on the hub and on the case at each instru-
mentation plane. At station 7, ten additional static pressure taps were located
at the hub and at the tip equally spaced across a stator vane gap. For purposes
of reducing the data, four of the 14. O. D. and I. D. wall static pressures were
selected which would average out any circumferential distortions caused by inlet
guide vane wakes or stator blockage effects.
Disk Probes (Figure 5) were used to measure the radial distributions or static




had two disk probes, located on extensions of statez" raid gap streamlines, and
spaced cir_ttmferentially to average out any inle_ guide vane wake effects.
Inlet-guide-vane inlet and exit stations each had one disk probe, located or.
extensions of IGV mio-gap streamlines, for inlet guide vane calibration. All
disk probes were calibrated for their expected Mach number operating :ange.
All temperature measuring rakes used chromel-alumel type "K" wire and were
calibrated over full operating temperature ranges. Calibrations were also maae
on the lead wire. Recovery calibrations for Mach number were based on test
measurements. Pressure corrections were also applied as noted in Reference
t. _.
f
Disk-probe pressures were measured with transducers. All other pressures
were measured with precision-bore manometer tubes of 0-80 inches range.
Water, acetylene tetrabromide, .o.nd mercury were used as manometer liquids.
Stationar_ ar _ rotating parts were instrumented with strain gages to determine
, the levels of vibratozy stress over the operating range of the eempressor.
Instrumentation is listed in Table IV. Figure 6 shows station number designation
and location of instrumentation and blade leading and traiL'mg edge planes. Figure
7 sho_; s tho circumferential position of the instrumentation.
TABLE IV
INSTRUMENTATION
Instrument Parameter Quantity and Description
I,ocation Measur ed of In strum enta'.ion
StationNo. 0
(InletPlenum
Chamber) p 4 staticpressure taps on the inletplenum
" chamber wall
T 5 bare wire _hermocouples w
StationNo. 1 P, p, 1 disktraverseprobe
p 4 wall stypticpressure taps atboth I.D. and o. D.
StationNo. 4 P 2 wake rakes, one with 22 elements and one
with 24 elements all1/8 inchapart. Measure-
ments made at 5 radiallocations.
PA_INO. 11
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TABLE 1_' (con't)
Instrument Parameter Quantity and Description
Location _easured of Instrumentation
Station No. 4
(con't) P, p, _ 1 disk traverse probe.
p 4 wall static pressure taps at both I. D.
and O. D.
Station No. 6 P 3 high frequency response total I)ressu.
probes at 10ft" of blade height from the
outer case.
Station No. 7 P, p,,? 2 disk traverse probes.
P 6 total pressure probes near the outer case
equally spaced across an inlet-guide-_ahe
gap.





Surface p 7 static pressure tap,._ on suction surface
at 90% of blade height from the tip or. each
of 2 blades. 5 static pressure taps on
pressure surface at 9f _ of blade height
from tip on e,-ch of 2 blades. 5 static
pressure taps on suction surface at 10';_
of blade height on ';ip of each of 2 t_lades.
5 static pressure taps on pressure sur-
* face at 10% of blade height frnm tip on
e_'ch of 2 blades. 8 s_tic l:ressure taps
on the hub along the mean passage camber
line (one channel).
Station No. 10 P 2 wake rakes (13 elements per rake) :
centered with respect to a stator vane
trailing edge. Rakes are spaced an
integral number, plus 1/2 an inlet guide
vane spacing, apart. Readings obtained





Instrument Parameter Quantity and Description
Location Measured of Instrumentation
Station No. 10 P, P,B 2 disk traverse probes.*
(con't)
p 4 wall static pressure taps at both I.D.
andO. D.
T 5 rakes with 5 shielded thermocouples
per rake located _ircumferentially to
provide for a good sampling of flow with
respect to IGV spacing.
T A circumferential rake having 6 shielded
thermocouples spaced across a stator
blade gap. Readings obtained at five
radial locations.**
*Total and static pressures were measured on only one of these disk probes.
**This temperature rake was used on subsequent tests and the information
applied to MCA-A stator test analysis.
G. Test Procedure
Shakedown testing revealed that inserting tt'averse probes at the stator inlet
caused large circumferential distortions, which affected readings of most fixed
instrumentation and of other traverse probes in the airstream. As a result,
it was necessary to run traverse probes at the stator inlet independent of other
• instrumentation.
It was also found during shakedown testing that full immersion of a traverse
probe at the stator inlet reduced flow approximately three percent. In order to
avoid stall while taking data, it was necessary to set the "near stall" data,
point with a margin of three percent above stall flow.
Testing began with a stx_ess survey which covered a'speed range up to 110_, of
design speed and operating conditions from open throttle to stall. No apparent
mechanical limitations were evident during this test.
I
The stress survey was followed by a'rotating stall survey in which rapid-resl_nse.
tT._nsdueers were used to record rotor exit total pressure as a function of time. 4
-. ., PAel.o. 13:. " :
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There was no evidence of rotating stall or other flow abnormalities as back pres-
sure was increased to the point where stall occurred. Stall at all speeds was
taken as the pohlt at which a sudden drop in flow was indicated by the flow orifice
manometer. The comp_'essor was not run into deep stall.
To evaluate inlet-guide-vane losses, two wake rakes were insL_lled, or,e with the
rake at 90 percent of blade length from the tip, and the other at 30 percent of
blade length i"om the tip. Losses were measured for open-throttle operating
points at 50, 70, 90, 100 and 110 percent of design speed, end for p_ri-threttle
and near-,_tall operating points at 50 and 100 percent of design speed. R_k_s
were relocate_ at : _ ,',nd 10 percent of blade length Iocat/o_s from the _., rand
the same test points run. Finally, one rake was located at 50 per_,n.#0f blade
length, and the test points were repeated. The In|et-_t_tde-_.-_,_ wake rakns w-.re
removed prior to further performance testing.
Disk probes were used durin? the initial perfo .rmar_e besting of the r_tor and
stator to measure exit air angh- from the inlet guide vane. Radial distributions
of exit air angle did not change with operating eondi*.luns: therefore, these traverse
measurements were discontinued.
Overall and blade element performance tests for the rotorihd MCA Stator A were
rim at 50, 70, 90, 95, 100, and 110 percent of design speed. Five data points
were obtained at each speed, covering the operating range from open throttle to
near -stall.
H. Calculation Procedure
The traverse measurements of stator inlet total pressure, total temperature,
static pressure and flow angle were all found to. be inaccurate because of flow
disturbances caused by probe blockage.. Theft/inaccuracies were most severe
" at higher speeds. Full immersion of a traverse probe at design speed reduced
airflow by approximately 3 percent, and its effect was detected on fixed instru-
mentation 90 degrees from the pr,)be's circumferential position. Because of the
inaccuracies of measuring flow parameters at statiow 7, data were re_ucad using
a streamline-analysis computer program which calculated all static pressures
and flow angles at _i_ station. This program requires as input corrected weight
flow, corrected speed, total pressure and total temperaturebehind rotating blade
rows and total pressure, total temperature and flow angle behind fixed blade rows.
Static pressure is calculated within the program from considerations of cont!nu-
ity of mass flow and radial equilib,=lum which includes curvature terms. The
flow angle behind rotating blade rows i_ also calcu!ated within the program. This
makes analysis possible without relying on the traverse measurements of static
pressure and angle between .the rotor and stator where probe blockage in the _,_
transonic flow causes the serious Inaccuracies. It also pcjrmitted translating the







temperature measured at that location forxvard to the instrument plane betnveen
the rotor and stator along calculated streamlines. It is thought that these trans-
lated values of pressure and temperature are more representative of the true
average conditions at station 7 than the measured values obtained from the radial
traversing of the flow passage at that location. The streamline analysis computer
program also permitted translating the flow conditions from the in., trument plane s
to the blade leading and trailing edges to provide a more accurate indication of the
blade inlet and outlet flow conditions such as incidence and deviation. This method
of translation not only accounted for the flow path convergence but included in the
calculation the effect of streamline curvature. Fig_ures 8 and 9 show the compari-
son of calculated static pressures, traverse measurements, and wall static
measurements at the stator inlet instrumentation plane at design speed and 50_
design speed. Calculated values are in better agreement with wall statics than
with measured values at high speeds, where stator inlet flow was transonic: but
at low speeds little differe,ce was found between measured and calculated values.
Stator inlet angles were also measured: but again probe blockage disrupted flow,
and measurements were not considered accurate. Figure 10 shows a comparism,
of measured and calculated angles at the stator inlet instrument plane for 100c_
design speed. -The ,-mgle change calculated between the instimment plane anJ the
stator leading, edge due to flowpath convergence is shown in Figure 11.
Inlet guide vanes and stators both caused significant circumferential distortions
in total temperature, total pressure, and static pressure. The procedure used
to reduce data took these circumferential distortions into account by averaging
data from appropriately-spaced dual instrumentation. Averaging techniques at
each instrumentation station were:
Guide Vane Inlet - No circumferential distortions were found ahead Of the guide
vane, and measurements were numerically averaged.
Rotor Inlet - Total pressur_ was calculated at 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent"
of span by mass-averaging the pressures measured by wake rakes behind the
inlet guide vane. Values were circumferentially mass-averaged by using rake-
eJement total pressures together with a linear interpolation between wall static
pressures. Loss measurements made during the initial phases of the program
were correlated against corrected airflow (see IGV section of Results), and the
correlation was used to calcuhte a rotor inlet pressure distribution for each data
point. The inlet-guide-vane discharge angle, as measured by the disk probes,
was insensitive to airflow andback-pressure, so the air-angle distribution pre-
sented in the Results section was used throughout data reduction.
Stator Inlet - Severe circumferential dist0rtior_ were measured at the stator in-
let. These distortions, together with probe blockage effect, made it impossible
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stator inlet instrumentation. Procedures were developed to determine these
values from stator exit measurements, where probe blockage effects were
insignificant. The following gives an indication as to the magnitude of the dis-
tortion measured at station No. 7.
Static pres_are variations which occurred at the wide-open and near-stall points
at 100 percent speed are presented in Figure i2. The data were obtained from
static taps located circumferentially at the outer wall. The abscissa shows the
angular displacement of each static tap from the nearest guide vane upstream,
in the direction of rotation. The plot can be used to show the cycle of static-
pressure variation due to the guide vanes (lines a, b, or c); these lines were
determined by connecting points in the same circumferential position from the
nearest stator, so that the distance between lines a and c shows the mag'nitude
of distortion caused by the ztators, and the difference between maximum and
minimum values on a h,_e shows the magnitude of distortion due to the guide
, vanes. Figure 13 illustrates the distortion of the stator alone on mall static
pressures. The curve was constructed by plotting the difference between indi-
vidual static pressures and the median of the stator-variation envelope (Figure
12, line b) versus tap positions relative to the stators. Average wall static
pressures were obtained by numerically-averaging measurements from four
taps whoee circumferential positions relative to stators and guide vanes gave
a good sampling Of the flow. These wall static pressures were used in con-
junction with the total pressures measured in the flow stream to establish com-
plete spanwise distribution of total pres_ure_. These total pressure profiles
were used as input for the streamline analysis program.
Total pressure variations were observed in measurements taken at the stator
inlet by six total pressure probes distributed evenly across an inlet guide vane
gap near the outer wall. Figure 14 shows the pressures measured a the open-
.throttle and near-stall points at 100 percent speed. The number of measu, ements
taken was insufficient to separate guide vane effects from stator effects. Because
of the circumferential distortion in flow parameters and the effect of probe
blockage, free-stream total pressure downstream of the stator (peak wake rake
values) and average values of total temperature at that location were transferred
forward along design streamlines to the instrument plane between the rotor and
the stator.
Two wake rakes from which the average free-stream measurements of total
pressure were obtained were positioned to average-out inlet guide vane effects,
and the average of their freestream pressures was considered the most accurate
measurement of stator inlet total pressure. No way was found to determine
accurately the stator inlet total pressure variations which probably accompanied
the static pressure variation attributed to the stator and the total temperature
variations which were measured across stator gaps. The tota!temperature
variation was_measured at the stator exit, but in the case of total tempprature
1968024027-026
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it also represents the variation in this parameter at the stator inlet. The effect
of unkno_v-n stator inlet total vressure variations on stator minimum loss levels
was estimated as follows: Circumferential t_tal pressure variation at the stator
hdet was estimated by calcuL_tiag total pressures from measured temperatures
across a stator vane gap, assuming that there was no circumferential variation
in rotor efficiency. Large stator inlet tctal pressure variations were found to
accompany large stator losses. Figure 15 compares the circumferential varia-
tion in calculated stator inlet total pressure with that measured at the stator e_it.
The figure shows a toL-tl pressure variation from 3130.0 to 3490. 0 lbs/ft 2 for the
highest loss data point at 9_)_,_ span at 110_ of desiffn speed. .At the near minimum
loss data point, at the same speed _tnd radial location the total pressure varia-
tion was smaller, from 3610 to 3785 lbs/R 2. The near minimum loss point at
50_ span at 110_ speed shows a stator inlet total pressure variation of only 3492
to 3610 lbs/ft 2. No reason was found to explain why the peak temperature did
not occur at the same circumferential location as the calculated peak pressure
at the stator inlet. This study showed that the effect of the stator inlet total
pressure variation was significant for the high loss data points, but was within
data scatter near minimum loss. A loss coefficient was calculated for the data
point shown in Figure 15c, in which the stator inlet J_ -tal pressure was obtained
by averaging pressures calculated from measured temperatures. Loss coeffic-
ient, _ , was 0.042, which was 17 percent lower than the loss coefficient cal-
culated qsing the free stream value of stator'inlet total pressure. Data accuracy
is considered to be plus or minus 15 percent for stator loss coefficients. As a
result, it was concluded the accuracy of stator minimum loss levels was not af-
re.tied significantly by variations in stator inlet total pressure. Stator losses
• measured at off optimum incidence were more seriously affected, but permit
obtaining relative comparisons in performance behveen the various stator con-
figurations.
Stater Exit - Stator discharge total pressures were measured by. two wake rakes,
located circumferentially to average-otit the guide vane wake effect. Radial
distributions of stator exit total pressure were calculated by mass-averaging,
readings across stator gaps for each wake rake, and then numerically aver- *
aging the two mass-averaged pressures, for each of the radial positions.
Circumferential distortions in total temperature across sta_or gaps had not
been anticipated, a,d stator exit temperatures were measured with five radial
rakes located on extensions of stator mid-gap streamlines. Inconsistent per-
formanee data were shown to result from Inadequate temperature sampling.
During the tests of the remaining stator configurations additional stator exit
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These measurements showed severe circumferential total-tentperature dis-
tortions. Data from MCA-B stator tests are presented to illustrate t_.i:_
effect. Figures 16, 17, and 18 show temperatures measured at 10, 50, and
90 percent span at 110 percent of design speed with open throttle. Tempera-
ture is plotted versus position relative to guide vanes in Figures 16a, 17a, and
18a. Since fixed-rake temperatures are all measured at stator mid-gap, the
variatio-, ot ,_hese temperatures is an inlet guide vane effect. Differences be-
tween the curves drawn through fLXed-rake temperatures and traversing wake
rake temperatures are plotted versus position relative to stators in Figures
lf, b, 17b, and 18b, and illustrate the effect of the stator alone. Figure 19
shows the maximum circumferential variation in total temperature attributed
to the stator as a function of percent design speed. As speed was increased
_e circumferential variation in total temperature became significant.
Temperature was averaged at each radial location to account for both (alet
guide vane and stator effects. Stator-gap effect was isolated from the inlet
guide vane effect by the method explained above and illustrated in Figures 16,
17 and 18. Total temperature from the inlet-guide-vane--effect curve at the
circumferential 7.ocation of the circumferential rake was subtracted from the
mass-averaged circumfer(mtial rake temperature. The difference obtained
was added to the average of the fLxed-rake temperatures.
Rotor performance obtained during the testing of MCA stator B, which in-
cluded the effect of the stator _n mass-average temperature rise, was used
in reducing the data obtained from the MCA stator A tests. Plots of rotor-
blade-element efficiency versus compressor flow were made from performance
measured during the testing of MCA starer B. Total temperature rise at each
radial location for MCA stator A was calculated by using the plots of efficiency
versus weight flow from MCA stator B tests and the measured total pressure
and weight flow from MCA st_tor A tests. These calculated temper-
atures were substituted for test values before reducing the data obtained from
the MCA stator A tests. It is felt that this technique of obtaining the temper-
ature rise for MCA stator A is satisfactory, since the primary interest is in
stator performance and the temperature has only a second-order effect on this
performar.ce in that it will effect the calculated value of stator incidence angle
and stator D factor only slightly. At design speed, an arbitrary temperature in-
crease of five degrees at stator inlet increases incidence angle approximately
one degree and increases D factor approximately 0.01.
Stator discharge angles were measured by disk probes spaced to average out
inlet guide vane effects and their numerical average was used in the stream-
line-analysis program.
Vector-diagram data and performance parameters were caluclated for the in-




height. Blade-element performance was calculated along streamlines passing
through the stator le,_ding edge at specified percentages of the stator-leading-
edge span. Therefore, the percent of blade height on the inlet guide vane and
rotor refer to the position where the streamline meets the stator leading edge,
not to the spanwise positions of the s_reamlines at other axial locations.
Overall performance was calculated from mass-averaged values of pressure
and temperature for each blade row and for combinations of inlet guide vane
and rotor, rotor and stator, and inlet guide vane with rotor and stator.
Performance parameters are defined as follows:
a. Relative total temperature
T,5 = t5[l + "_----_1(M'5)2] (Rotorin)
+ • --_ (Rotor out?
Tt 6 = Tt 5 [
b. Incidence angle based on mean camber line
i = 82 - _* (IGV)m 2m
i = _ _ (Rotor)"
m 8'5 '*5m
im = _8 - B*8m (Stator)
c. De4ation
5": Bs GV)
a* = 8' 6 - B'* 6 (Rotor)
5" = _9 - _'9 (Stator)
_AGeNO.19
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d. Diffusion Factor
V'6 r6V06 - r5V# 5
D = 1 ---+ (Rotor)
V'5 (r 5 + r6_eV'• 5
V9 rsV08 - r9V09





















2. _P = In T/T--_/ (Rotor)
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i. Pressure Coefficients
I. c = P_local_- P8 (Stator)
P 1
P8v8 2
P8 - P{local} (Stator)2. S factor = 2
1/2 P8 V8
note: leading edge values of local static pressure for Cp and S factor were
set equal to the inlet stagnation pressure; trailing edge values for Cp





V. RLSULTS AND DISCUSSION
This sectionpresentsperformance resultsof the inletguidevane, rotor, and
stator. Overall performance ispresentedby plottingpressure-rise and effi-
ciency againstweight flow,with correctedspeed as a parameter. The blade-
element performance parameters of the statorand rotor--includingloss coeffi-
cient,diffusionfactor,and deviation--arepresented as functionsof incident3.
Curves h_ve been drawn through data generatedat common testspeeds, and
design valueshave been plottedfor comparison. Measured l_lachnumber
ranges for each speed linewere added forconvenience. Static-pressuredis-
tributionsforthe statorsurfaceand hub channelare plottedversus chord
length. ,Inletguidevane lossand turningare documented. Tabulationsof
velocityvectors and blade-elementperformance parameters for the IGV, rotor
and statormay be foundinAppendix A; tabulationsofthe over-allperformance
are inAppendix B. Staticpressure distributionsfor the statorsurface and
hub mid-channel are tabulatedinAppendix C. Performance calculationsare
describedindetailinthe CalculationProcedure sectionofApparatus and Pro-
cedure.
A. Overall Performance
Overall performance is presented in terms of effi,_iency and pressure ra_io
versus corrected weight flow (W v/_G) and corrected specific weight flow
(Wv_-/_ Ann). Figures 20, 21, and 22 present tie performance of IGV-rotor-
stator, of IGV-rotort and of rotor alone, respectively, at si._ corrected rotor
speeds. Stall lines were extrapolated from the characteristic speed lines to
the measured stall airflows.
Figure 20 shows that the rhaximum flow obtained at design speed was 134.7 lb/
sec, or 0.3 lb/sec less than design flow. The stage efficiency and pressure
ratio at this flow and design equivolent speed was 78.5 percent and 1.435 com-
pared with predicted values of 79.7 percent and 1.485. Maximum efficiency
obtained at design speed was 84.4 percent at a pressure ratio of 1. 521 and an
airflow of 131.9 Ib/sec. The low value of stage efficiency Can he partially at-
tributed to the fact that the stator loading is very h'_ compared to the r_tor
work input and that the high stator losses result in a high ratio of loss to work
input and t_herefo e a low efficiency.
Performance of the rotor combined with the IGV is presented in Figure 21. At
• - de_i_n-equivalent _peed and 134.7 lb/scc, efficiency is 91. Gpercent and pres-
sure ratio is 1. G21 r_ompared with predicted values of 89.3 percent and 1. 550.Peak efficiency occurred at 90 percent of design speed and is 93 percent.
Perforx.zance of the rotor _lone is shown in Figure 22. At design speed and
134.7 lb/sec. _ the efficiency is 93.3 an_ pressure ratio is 1. G3 compared with
,.A_ No. 23
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the predicted values of 91.9 percent and 1. 569. Peak efficiency occurred at
90 per cent of design speed and is 94.5 percent.
Optimum _otor-stator matchir.g was not achieved, as can bc seen by comparing
rotor r ._, stage efficiency plots. Peak rotor efficiency and peak stage effi-
ciency do not occur simultaneously because minimum stator loss was obtained
at part throttle, while rotor efficiency continued to increase with i_creasing
flOW,
B. Blade Element Performance
Inlet Guide Vane: IGV performance was documented during this first test; loss
and turning calibrations were assumed valid for subsequent tests. Air-angle
traversing was accomplished at 50 percent and 100 _percent speeds for both
open-throttle and near-stall operation. Exit air angle was insensitive t_t[.
throttling and speed effects (Figure 23).- As shown in Figure 23 the IGV turned
the flow -11, 24 and 18 degrees at the hub, mean .,nd tip respectively. Design
flow tui'ning at the three locations were 43, 27 and 21 degrees.
IGV pressure-recovery correlated with corrected weight flow for each of five
radial positions, with only moderate evidences of throttle effects (Figure 24).
These data were taken by pressure wake-rakes locate:l behipd the IGV.
The circumferential distortions caused by wakes from the inlet guide vane were
found at both the stator inlet and exit instrumentation stations, even though the
IGV losses were generally low. The distortions could have been caused either
by large wakes near end-walls or by angle vari_tions across the vane gaps,
neither of which were investigated during this test.
Rotor: Blade-element performance for six corrected speeds is presected in
Figures 25, 26, and 27. Plots show loss c_efficient, diffusion factor, and
deviation as funcgions of incidence. Each plot presents data for one location
along the span, and calculated design values are plotted for comparison. Data
were calculated for axial locations of blade leading and trailing edges as sho_m
in Figure 6.
The shapes of the loss-coefficient-versus-incidence curves (Figure 25) and the
level of incidences, as compared with design, indicate that the rotor was op-
erating at higher than optimum incidences. The overall plots, t¢gether with
the blade-element plots, indicate that the rotor did not limit maximum flow•
The increasing magnitude of the loss coefficient from midspan to tip is con-
sistent with the corresponding increase in Mach number. Inlet Mach nu.abers




except near the tip, where they reach Mach 1.05. Minimum loss coefficients
ar(_ below those Which were predicted for each radial lo_ation. End-wall
losses are not severe at either the ten percent or v_nety percent stations.
There is an apparent decrease in rotor hub loss coefficient as the relative
inlet Mach number increases to approximately J. 5. Beyond this point, losses
increase with increasing Mach number.
The tendency toward lower loss coefficients at successively lower speeds is
reversed near the hub for 70 and 50 percent speeds. This apparent incofisis-
tency is probably caused by small inaccuracies in temperature measurement
, and by t_e sensitivity of rotor efficiency t0_temperature rise at low speed. At
50 percent of design speed, a change of I°F changes efficiency by 5 percent
and _ by 0.08.
Diffusion loading at design incidenc_ _,gree fairly well with predicted levels
(Figure 26). The measured loadings for design speed are slightly higher than
preoicted at the hub and slightly lo_{'er than predicted at the tip.
Rotor deviations at design incidencc_ are greater than predicted (Figure 27).
At 10 percent and 30 percent from the til;. deviations are one degree higher;
the remainder of the span has deviations two degrees higher than predicted.
Stator: Blade-element performance for six speeds is presented in Figures 28,
29, and 30. Plots show diffusion factor, deviation and loss coefficient versus
incidence, with one figure for each radial location. Data were calculate_: at
axial stations correspondillg to the leading and trailing edges of the Stator.
Measured mid-span minimum losses at design _pe_! were lower than predicted.
Near the end wall losses were higher than predicted. At design rotor speed
the stator inlet Mach number was lowe.-" than design. At 110 percent of design
speed the stator inlet Maeh number compared more favorably with design
values. At 110 percent of design speed the experimental minimum loss coeffi-
cient at mid-span was 0.08 with an inlet Math number of 0.98 and a diffusion
factor of 0.56. Design mid-span values of loss coefficient, inlet Math number
and diffusion factor were 0.091, 0.94 and 0.54 respectively, Experimental
mid-span values of loss coefficient, inlet Mach numbcr and diffusion factor at
I00 percent of design speed ,-.ere 0.057, 0.91 and 0.53 respectively. Near the
hub, at 90 percent span, the st .tor minim-m loss coefficient, inlet Mach number
and diffusion faCtor-were 0.I_, 1.00 and 0.63 respectivel:.. At I0 percent span,
•the stator minimum loss c ._fficient, inlet Mach number and diffusion factor were
0.098, 0.84 and 0.50 respectively. Minimum loss values at 100 percent design
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The experimental range of incidence angle was sufficient to define a m_imum
loss point and an optimum incidence angle for ali blade elements except at 90
percent of span. The.optimum incidence angle at 90 percent span was not es-
tablished but x,,ould be in excess of 4 degrees positive incidence to the suction
surface. At mid-spar.'sections, minimum loss at design speed occurs at zero
degrees to the suction surface. At 10 percent span, .the minimum loss at de- ..... -
sign speed occv.rs :it a negative incidence of one degree....--"
..
In general the loss pl_ exhibit the following trends: ....'"
• An increase in minimum loss with increasing _L_ch"number.
t
• A narrowing of low-loss incidence range as Mach number increases.
Q
• Increased minimum loss incidence with increases fn Mach number.
Stator loadings for design speed and design incidences agree with predicted
lea.dings at'the inid-span and tip sections b.ut are higher than predicted at the
hub. The measured D-factor at zero degrees incidence at 90 pel-cent from the
tip is 0.62 instead of the predicted 0.57. D-factors up to 0.64 were obtained ..-
at 30 percent from the tip at 110 percent design speed.
Deviations at the mid-span re,ion are, four to five degrees greater than pre-
dicted. Deviations at 10 pe] _ent and 90 percent from the sta_rhub are 8 aad
6 degrees greater than predicted. . "
(o s9) ----The stator loss par-J_neter - -- is presented versus diffusion factor for
• each of five radial locations in Figure 32. Curves b_tve been drawn through the
.points representing minimum loss _br each speed. The curves shown for each
radial position have been adjusted, to reflect trends at other radial locations
providing a smooth transition as a function of radius. Therefore, at a given
radial location the curves will not necessarily represent a mean of the data'
. points obtained at the radial location. The loss parameter _s preser.ted is
calculated based on the measured total loss and thu_ includes any losses as-
sociated with flow shocks. As speed is increas_l the D factor at which min-
• inure loss occurs increases dueto compressibility. "The curves drawn through
the minimum loss points indic_e an increase in the loss •parameter with in-_,
creasing D ,factor as might be expected. However, the magnitude of the in-
crease in loss parameter with h_crease in D factor may, in part, be due to
an increase in shock losses associated with the higher Mach number.
Figure 33 presents a comparison of the minimum loss parameter versus D
factor for the five radial locations. The curves indicate an increase in loss




Static pressures were measured along the hub, midway between two stator
vanes• Chordwise distributions of the ratio of local static pressure on the hub
to stator inlet pressure at 90 percent span are shown in Figure 54. l_igurps
34a, 34b and 34c represent wide open throttle, part throttle, and near-stall
for 50, 100, and 110 percent of design speed. The pressure discontindity
at the open-throttle position at design speed indicates a shock in the channel,
with a Math n' tuber of I. 3 upstream of the shock and 1.0 on the downstream
side. No sb,_cks ar_ indicated for the part throttle setting at 100 or 110 per-
. cent of de_lgn speed.
Chordw"se distribution of pressure coefficient, Cp, on the stator surfaces is
sho_m in Flgures 35 through 40. Pressure coefficients, S factors, arc shown
in Figures 41 through 46. The data are presented for wide open throttle, part
throttle, and near stall for 50, 100, and 110 percent design speeds. The pres-
sure distribution which corresponds to near minimun_ loss is indicated in the
figure subtitles. A rapid increase in Cp {rapid decrease in S factor} on the
blade suction surface indicates a"sharp rise in static pressure due to the pres-
ence of a passage shock. The presence of these passa#ge shocks is more apparent
at the higher speeds where the flow Mach number is higher. Data for ali speeds
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Figure 3 Multiple-Circular-Arc Blade Geometry
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TAB _,E 1-1 OVEI'_ LL PERFOR._IANCE AT 50c_ DESIG_X:SPEED
POINT 1 POl_r 2
%
aO_aoar_c
P/lESS.SO POL'_,eOe C AOIAR_T_C PRE$$_RF POLvTRO_ C El_f_CtEwC -RATIO EFF_C-E_C v _rlClENC_ RaT,O Eq_,C E_Cv
_;,_ . _!.1.£(_8 .88_i __88__5 ROTOR __1.11_L_ _,895-T_ ,09_lD.
5lAteR . _UL _ SIAL___ ._a;
_c,, - Rul,aR ..LLI_,.T,0.. .L_Z:e_ ..__Z0_ LGV - ROTOR _ 1.1121_ _.BB23_ .8BD3.
POINT 3 P_Ih_l " 4
• OE"p5,'o
COe_EC_O _o_oe _PEEO w _*_" " _*_ _: COeerCTEO _OTOR SPEED w _J- - 443_ 'C_o
CO©erc-Eo _-,(',wv ;LO_ _ 7,_. _s :l_c _ _RECTED FtO_ PElt UmT _ONTa_ AREa. _. _n Ia_O
PRESSURE POCVTROP_C AD_ARATIC
RATIO EFfiCIENCY EFFIC_E _C_r PRESSURE POLV TROPIC aOtaeaT'CRATIO EFFOClr " EFFICIENCv
IOv ..... $_1 __.B,_7__ ,_V .............. _ ..,.t.7._ ......
ROTOR ...... 1.1._51 .... OT].L _07Y9. _uTOr_ ........... .1__.1._9_L.jJ_.TJL j _8._c__8.
IGV - ROTOR 1.13._ .... 8677_ .BbS:L _ - R_,TuK ........ _ ...,L_._._. ...JL_L7_
ROTOR - STATOR -I-.I_'_'_L -.,,Z?_.___ .?qb| _OTb_, " alAl_/_. ...... _ _T-_qJL J.7 TG_
IGV - ROT01_ - STAT(_R._,IL._I_.I_ .790L _.78_ L'_R - 8uT_._-. 5Ialg_ _'I'_'._ .._.?.b_L .7_22
POINT 5
PERCEWT RESIGN $1"_rl_O_--_" 100 . _07_
CORRECTEO ROTOR 5PFEO, W V_** _141 /O0
CORnEC1_O rkO_PE_ UNIT T_OWTAI. AREA, _ - io.e_
A_
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"FABLE 1-2 OVERALL PERFOR_IANCE AT 70+'; DESIGN SPEED
POINT 1 POINT 2
,ii+im.+|$+$+iio _ . .t ,I, telci_.Ol_(_lSPllO_. :¢ -*+,,'i*" - x*- =l _cm
C+IIlCTIO IOtOl IPIID • %++ - ltl_ _"+
C_IIIt'I_IC'CliPII_ mX' -+.l;
- COlllC+IOlll_t PLO! I_v*- * 1; +.
C_llIC-I_I[*+mT f+ul !'_ . :+-_+- _ .+;++)i COllI[tlO+Lo Iplluml+;lO_+l+llll _-_--*tYl4_ll(+lll(+l_ ti_l Pll Urn.+ flGm'i_ lll& • - . l+
a
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l a
PintS+u'+ POL''le',¢ I_iIi" c
Pmli$_ll ,._.-12, c •o +ii. c ii?io i I. c*lac. I++ c i,c.
1, + c+_:z_: + zf.:t-. +-
lOW .... _ re411 ___ +
ISU ,glell ,11141
motor l.l_ .$101 .9171
ROTOR I.MTI +U_I .94111
+TATOR RtHIS6 ,91111
liV__- + _1+1137 .9071 •_O_
IIW - ItOTOR+ l.alll ,tile ,_eSI
ROTOR- STAT_'m 1,11111 ,11599 ,115541
ROlrl_lt s STAT,AI &.,IJi.lr,lL ,lilt ull4q_-
IIV - RQT_ " STaTOR,1LoUSe ,O_I ,I)_PJ
iILu -- I_Ynl • Y_I s11111
POINT 3 POTNT 4
conec-[_ v_+G_x _to_ 1_7 •. +1 l.e conlcT[_ wll_ etOv l_ _7+`, - I+ I_
% •a
_ _ COIIICTID _O_ _ll _mlT •_mULU$ All• IV' _ - _1 on4
Pmlssuml Po_.I_C A_IAIaT*C
IGV .qlqk_ ,161_ IGV ,99511 .8'_99
ROTOR I.IIIT ._o3e .qmos ,oTOm "I._I-I _s865 ;l_a_
IGV - IIoToJl- .... |,l_ ,89_ MSi" IGV -ROTOR 1.2781 .877-----B ,8735-
eoTOR - STaTOR |,_PtYl ,o_?o ,1+12 moTcm - -S_:,_To_ + -+_2"+'3"S .l_Oe$ .80;_(;
iSv - IlotoII - sTATOII I..13_1 .11310 .030, lSv - RoTc_ - st*t_-iTa_+l_ .-aooa .79511
POINT 5
¢OIIIIli¢Tltl_ IIIIC,14_ FLOW+ WV_7+_" 11 ¢0+ _ - IS *]11
¢011111¢T10 FI,.OW PIll UI+IT e IIONTa_. "_++ + •1
¢OI_ICTI_ _O_ Pll UNIT AN,U_UI M_Ia. --_"
PIIIt
pMISSUN! poi, _TIIOPIC aOlallaTIC
Ill, riO ll+pl¢ltl+¢,r ! + FI¢I|NC'_
ROTOR +).aiL°_ll .L_§_L . _"l_J_.
STA_OR,. .... _




TABLE I-3 OVERALL PERFORM.ANCE AT 90_ DESIGN SPEED
POIN'121 POINI' 2
rEm.EkvOESIC_qS#E(D_L-_L_ • ;: *,tl'*_ PERCEITOE_CMSPEED -m_*lN =_ltlS
u _**__[_GN M %JrDEt_N
C_mmfCVEDIO_0m SPEED N _'-- -7_;_ _ CORRECTED|o1rom SolED N _J_. _*l$ D0C
COReECT|OlWE,GMTpLOw wV7,_ :=6_¢ w_ *_ CORmECTtDWttGNTPLOWw_-A. 12_ WIA_'A
¢omm|C?EOFLO11peru*;.,T f _¢k'AL Am[A . _ COmR_CTEDFLOWI*_R L'm_ _RO*C_L ARE_. _. _ J_$A Af
l_V ,ggG6 ....,SB_? |GV - .996g ,8920
ROTOit |,a_|o _ ,g4_ ,9_211 h-OY-O_ ............. 1._1u88 ,9-*82 .9qS*_
STATOIt .96S_ ,?lISo -S-T-A"T-(_q-................. *g?2g ,908q
|ST - MOTOR ].,_'100 ,9:_91 .92S5 IGV - ROT0.q ]..qq05 --.g335 ,93(_0
ROTOR " STATOR |,SGg" .S$03 .Ea0_O R-0-T_--.--S-T-A-T-O_ ........ l,_0qS .8778 .87111
POINT 3 POIN_ 4
%. CO_EC_ED ROTORSPEED _ _,*_"- -t_) _ CORRECTEDROTORSPEEO.N ..,-- * _t_=c_
CORRECTEDVE_G_CTFtOV VV_'" * ,_s o_o
CO_RECIED FLOV PER um_ VmO_=A_A_EA -_-" *,_ _'_) CORRECTEDVEaG_f FLOV.w_/_- . _$ 0_0 _.CO'REC_EOFLO_PERUm: r_o_T_L A_E_ _'' _ ._t_
_ A_
CORRECTEDFLOWPE_U_ClT_ULUSAREA w_,_. _ .si _t$
A CO_NECTEOFLOWpER U'C,TA_L_$ AREA _.__. )o _s_
PRESSURE PO_VT_0_aC AD_Ae_?_C
tATs0 EFFnC_ENCT E_VZO£_Cv P_ESSU_[ POtVTRGSrC A_*_?IC
X_TuO E FFnCuE_CV [_0C,E_Cv
SoY ,9972 *88_3
_,-o-T'O_................ _,_---?'_ -.-_-_-s-; -.¢_-_$- x,v ._s ,*?*z
S-T-A-T-_-................ .-9-677- ._8S96 -" RoTO,_ 1._.sgg ,9.206 ,9160
.....................................
|8¥ - ROTOR ]L,q?s_i .926? ,g;t_-'S- $TAT0k ,9735 ogJL_t
...................................
-_-_'---s-&-_........ £._£s .n_o_ .osao ;or - _0TOR _._*Z_ ._0_, ._o_
-G_-v-_.--_-o-_-o_----s-_-_'-_--i.,_*,6.o_o ._o_ xo_o_- s_*_ox _._so_ .os_ .oso*
POINT 5
N _._ DES_GN
CORRECTEDDOTODSPEED.N _ - _77000
CORRECTEDWEIGHTFLOW.W_'_ * _144S0
¢ODD|CT|O FLOWPER UNiT FRONTALAaEA. _ _ _18374





_Mg_ZEB- STSTaR _ _ .IUSBL
.J_V - ROTOII. ETATC_I,._ss _
pAee NO, 133
1968024027-144
PRATT & WHITN[y AIRCRAFT
TABLE 1-4 O\-E:_ALL PERFORMANCE AT 95,c,; DESIGN SPEED
POINT : POINT 2
CORR[CTtD eOTOaSPEED N _', - tJ;. _-- COeR[CT(D ¢_" "E SPEE_ t* _., - a4_ _'0
COmREC_E_WEIGMTFLOW v_.'. _ . ,, I.: - COReEC_t, .[J_*4T wLOI w,._- . ;_e 7_
J, A,
(DIRECTED FLOW_le __ A_C.US A_E_ "V_. 5' I_o CORRECTEDFLOWPI_ umT _ucu_ _E_ _+--_-- 34_
tsv .qiq61 .ll_)lql
fly * Ro?_ h_iidl .9|9| .o|m? STATE__ _ __
tev - RoTo_ - STATOR t.$_i -1_3- --_- ROT_ - STATOR I,S_J,,Z _,dL?I.IL _.,,Jd#J}_
i_ - mOTOR_-SIAT__iJL_aZ _._L_*
POINT 3 POIN_F 4
CORRECTEDFLOWPEn unit _U_U$ x_E_ _ ' '_ • 35_11_ CORRECTEDFLOWPER UX_T_ U_USa_EA _v'-_ _ . _2o_a_
PRES_US_[POL_0_'C _D_ARA?_C P_ESSU_E ro,_=or c A_IABA?_C
RATIO Er _,C,[_C_ Er FIC_ENC_ R_TIO E_':_C, E_C_E_C_
_m .l_._._ ,,..ta[_._. ._,_'P,I.kZ nOTO_
............ s!_3o_..................
_ : noT__.......... _ _ _ ,*v - no_ t,ssoe . ,_ose O_.E.__A.
• oTGm- ST.AX_C_ __1,__ ..A_9.L _JiL__. _oto_-_ Sfl_A_T__OA....... _lS_O__. _,11__19 -a_l}_
POINT 5
PERCE_T DE_IC_SPEED_--_/_*_" IC_ _,_,17355
N _ DESIGN
CORRECTEDR3TORSPEED _ %"_ * 8ao) ODD
CORRECTED_EIG_T FLOW W%,,_,_*• ila oo_
¢ORRECT|D FkOWPERUmT rRO_SAL AREX. _ -_Z _I,IE
CORRECTEDFkO'*PER UNIT AN_UkUSARE_. _-_- 513|)0
PRESSUREPOL_TFOP_C _OIAR_TIC
RATIO EFFICtEXCT Ef _IC_E_CV
RttT.QIt................ l.|Zt|. __t011l. .JINL
I_V.._ AOT_ .......... X.,,,StiB. ..,O_HE _,.IHH_.





TABLE I-5 OVERALL PERFORMANCE AT i00_ DESIGN SPEED
POINT I POINT 2
.. FE.,N,o...EO•  O,.ON.. .......FE#CEMTDESIGN$PEEO
C0mmE¢T[O ROTORSPEED.x %_""|Ill 00(_ ¢OEEE¢I'EOEDTOItSPEED.N V_"* iN5000
CDItlECTEOWEIGNTFLOWw_,_' 1_4700 ¢OIEECTE0WEIGNTPLOWw_*l,lt_O0 _
LORt[CTED FLOWPEllUNtV FItONIAt. AItEA _ o_ ;012 CO01IECTEOPLOWFEOUmT FltUNt_t. Am[_, _ o _5 li_0
Aj At
¢OEtECTEO FLOWPER UNITANNULUSAIEA. _ _ • )_ |$45 CDEEECTEDFLOWPER _I¢IT ANNULUSAIEA, _-_* ]$ i_|
• A
PreSSUre POL-_.';I_OPICAO*AEAV_C FltlrSSUt[ PDLYTrOF,C ADIABATIC
--- |GV ,9960 ,8879
l_,' *S%'bT ,_;0q3 ROTOR t 05TS6 .9_T9 .gZ_
_UIUR 1.b._23 *gsb_ .g325
STATOR ,9?30 ,98).3
:a[AIOK.-___ 4_!lb2- _ .b_lZ ..... |GV - ROTOR 1.S6_6 .g|36 ,9080
i_V * h_alLk ;,5,'1U .giu2 ,g153
ROTOR - STATOR ).,53_0 ,8720 ,06_1
HUIUR - _IA_GK 1._99 *b_ *_O_
lGV - ROTOR - STATOR ).,S_|*l ,OST8 ,Oqgl
POINT 3 POINT 4
PEmCE*STOESIG_SFEEO.N--_-_z_" _C_ . _, I_] PEItC(f¢TDESIGN$PEEO.-_" _0_ . _ I}01
14%_,OE]aG_ N q,AT_E_aGN
COnneCTED_OTOE$PlEO. _ '_' -H_) o0o COEI_CTED ROTOR$_'EED,_ _ - _l_sooo
¢O_ECTEO WE_#T FLO_, W'V4";',%• '._ a_o _ COI_ECTEO WEIGHTFLD_ _%_',_• :_s Ioo
COItltEC'rEoFLOWFElt U.IT F_ON_L APEA, _ *Z_ _ CDI,_ECTE_ FLONPENUmT F_O_TAt. A,_E_. _ *_3$SFS
Cr_EECTEOFLO_ FED UmT _U_U$ _REA v_ _ . 34t4S_ ¢DEEECTEOFLOWPE_ um_ Am_ULUSA_EA _%_ 6 . ]_;1$
PEESSUREPOLy'r_(,P:C _DIABATIC PRESSURE_'DLYTI_e_IC _O_&B_rlc
ItATIO _FFICIE_."_ EFfiCIENCY It_TlO E_P*C_E.CV EFFI¢IE'¢¢_
|iV .............. ,_,_6 _. .88_T _Ov .99D7 ,oTTg
,ROT_ ............. ;.FI_- .9|?G till2 HOTOR |.O_altt .90q_ ,8974
$TAT0m ......... ."*_6 **_965 STATOh *g"g2 .8383
ROTOI_ , STATOA- _*_'_"_ *_"25" ".B_3-2-_-" ROTOR - STAT_ _.bo?S .8|0_ .Tg60
|liV m _OTO_ a* SvA'r011 :.._*(*Y ,c_$[_3 ,_lg6 |or - kOTO_ - STATOI_ s,Db82 *7gg(_ .70b7
POINT 5




COENECTEDWEIGHTPLOWWq_,q. _S _0 _-
CORRECTEDFLOWPER UNIT FRONTALAOEA,_-_ • _0_0
A!
CORRECTEDFLOWPER UNITANNULUSAOE_ W%_'_ • 3S,_440
pII|$SUEE PDLYT',**PIC A01AEATIC
RATIO | FFI_.,.NCY EFFICIENCY
IGV .0968 • 8863
ROTOR 1, 8481 ,91:t9 • 8086
RTATOR .0466 •8338
IOV _ ROTOR 1, 6_8'/ ,88_4 ,0964
• " ROTOR - 8TATOR 1, 8808 ,8182 ,8048
IGV - ROTOR - 8TATOR 1, 8817 • • 8067 • T93_
PA_" NO, 135
1968024027-146
PRATT & WHITNEY AIIqCRAFT
TABLE I-6 OVERALL PERFORMANCE AT II0_ DESIGN SPEED
POINT 1 POINT 2
PIRCENT DESIGN SFE|D.-_" 100 . tEED,Ell _ _r_C,
FINC|NT OESIGN SPEED. NIght D|S_GN" tO_ 9_15N _D[NGm
C0llHECTI[D ROTOR SPEED. N '%_ sVZ6_ t00 CONNlcTro ROTOR SPI[EO. N _ - t752. 700
CONNECT|D W|t0Ht FLOW, W_ . tA) G90 CORR|CTED WRIGHT FL0 t, WV_-JA . 140 400 W "
CORRECT|0 Fi.OW PElt UNIT FRONTAL ARIA W_W_W_W_W_W_W_W_W_W_* 27 ]020 ¢ORN|CTI[O fLO w PEN UNIT FllONTAL ARIA. W_s,_ * _r6?10ll
At ,_. AI
at..
g%_ ;_ )7 Jd04
CORN| CT|O PLOW PER UNJT ANNULUS AREA. I1%_ "_ . JI._.S)I CONR|CT_O PLOW PFII UNit ANNUL US AJfEA. _mJtn
PN|$SURI[ POLYTROPI¢ AOIA|ATIC PRE55UR| POLYTROPIC *_ta_To_
RArlo _ f PiA;Id[NC f _[@f i(;tl[ NCt" RATfO Eq_FtI_I_NCy J[FPICIllNCY
XSV . . oggS1 ,89;tqJ
lOT ,llqki? ,ll9_
• _oroR _ 1,7AO_ • 9A_tA ,907_
IqOTOR l,eAoe ,lllM ,qllYl
STATC_q ,gSJi2 ,Eli&0
SYAI'OIt .I_817 ,IHll8
lC, V . ROT0m 106969 ,IHlgt ,tl912
1Or - IROTOR 1,6qtl ,90?| ,g0Ol
HOTON _TAI_C_ 1,8_HI41 ,TTl_ ,7611 ROTOR - STATOR 1,618*i 08308 ,0188
SlY - ROTOll -_ STATQA 109171 ,7_it ,7-11lit zL, V o SOTOA - STATOR |,6_Ltg ,0166 ,i0311
POINT 3 POINT 4
/'_DC_NT DESmGN SPEED. N--_. _" _3 • I_ _ PERCENT OI[S*G_ SPEED _'_'" tog .1_ 9_*!
¢ORR[CT_D ROTOR SFE[D. # _ * _74i 80_ CORNRCTED tOTOD SPttO. N _,_/-_7_9 _00
CORRECTED wE_r F_OW _'._. I_.i_ _ _ - CORRECTED IEIG)IT PI.ON. _* 114.1_
CORRECTI[0 FLOg PER UNit PRONTAI_ AREA. _ .if6 _?l_ CORRECTED FLO_ PER UNit FRONTAL AREA. _ * _S.?_0]
CORNECT_O FLO_IPEW UNII" AS_ULUS AREa. _V_ '_ . 35 61%7
A_ CORRECTEO FLOW PElt UNIT ANNUt.US AREA. v'_j_" ,_ *)5._511
A
PDE$$uNE POLVTAOP_C ADIAR_T_C PD_SSUN_ POLVTROPI¢ ADIAEAToC
RATIO EFFICIENCy EFIrlc_ENCy RATIO EFPICII[NCY EFFICIENCY
IO'_ ,_]tt_ tINT ..... -----
IG¥ ,9957 ,09J?
_(OTOR 1,7601 ,Jg_ ,lll_
STATOR .- tIHIBJ *llSli$ STATUR ,93_1 AO.0a)6. _
lOT. ROT_ 1,?lie ,8153 ,l?l_ XOV - ROTOR 1,?q69 ,B?SG ,8697
]ElY - ROTOl_ ,* STAIrM Lo681ill olq)M oTFllll 1iv - ROTOR , STATOe L,618_ ,76118 ,?S25
POINT G
PERCENT OESIG_ S@EEO. * • IlO.l_
N/,_4_ D| UON
CGRE|CTEO ROTOR SPEED. #/_" * ST;O.qH)O
CORRECTltO WEIGHT FLO_ _A • 135.400
LORR|._T|0 FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. _ • ]S._lS
CORRI[¢T|O F_V Pillt U.qlT ANMJLU$ AREA. _'_" SS.
pOESSulll[ POLTTROFIC AOI A(iA?I(;
ltATIO EFFICIENCY EFFI¢II_CY
_OTON._ .lRTIdkl _.Utl _,JTU
.][ov. _o'ro_ _ .+AZ_ .Jl1411..
_OT_ -__S+A_.T2_, -- ,J,dddLt ,z,st










PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
50/%DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
Hub Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factvr ', Cp S Factor ': ('hannel
Suctlon Pressure ISuction Pressure Pressure Pressure Suctlon Suction
Surface Surface [ Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface P/I'
15 -0.214 q.185 1.259 0.859 0.202 0.872 19.1 -0.165 1.2a0 8.5 0.316
20 -0,242 - it288 - Q.258 0.817 22.4! -_. 1RS 1_24fl l.q_R n_819
25 -0.271 0.185 1.316 0.8.59 o.276 o_TqR 24_'/ -n_lR_q 1 _ l_t _ n _1'_
30 -0,357 0,214 _,4_}2 0.831 0.331 0.743 28.0 -0_201 1 _77 _ 7 n 81_
35 -0.328 0.357 1.373 0.fi88 0.423 0 R._I .qOAi -n_22N 1 _q_ 04 1 n _9_
40 -0. t42 0.357 1.488 0.688 0,423 0, (_1 33.5 -0.294 1.o69 45.8 0.844
45 -0,385 0_442 1.4_1 0.602 0,497 0._77 ,_.7 -0.220 1.295 58.0 0 _Rr.r_
50 -0.442 0.442 1.488 0.602 0.552 0.522 38.8 -0.220 1.295 71.3 0.860
60 -0.157 0.528 1.202 0.516 0.552 0.522 40.9 -0.201 1.277




79.4 0.479 [ 0.596
TABLE 1-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
50_c DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
Hub/Mid
,. Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _ Cp S Factor '7 Channel
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure Pressure Suction Suction
Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface 8_rfaee P/P_
I ,
15 -0.227 0.270 1,271 0.773 0.277 0.796 19.1 -0.127 1.201 8.5 0.826
20 i -0.227 - 1.271 - 0.204 0.870 22.4 -0.127 1,201 13.5 0.826
25 -0.227 0.241 1.271 0.802 0.351 0.722 24.7 -0.145 1.219 18.8 0.826
30 -0.344 0.299 1.388 0.744 0.3_I 0.722 28.G -0.184 1.238 23.7 0.831
35 _'0.25fl O_.q_R I._00 O.RRK 0.480 0.S9_ _0.2 -0.14K 1.219 34.1 0.83'/
40
-n,,q,'_. n _a_ 1 _qRR _ aga /1 AR1 n 019. .q.q.q .(1 21¢i 1,gCLq 4S_R n RKCJ
45 -0.286 0.47§ 1.829 0.568 Q, _],_' 0.557 $5.'J -0.145 1.219 58.0 0.888
50 -0.344 0.475 _ 1.388 0.568 0.498 0.575 38.a -0,182 1.266 71.3 0.868
60 -0_110 0.533 1.154 0_509 O. 5"/2 0.501 40.9 -0.127 1.201









PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
50_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
c°l r 1 u
S Factor S Factor _ S Factor _ Channel
__ lO_Span 1-..-_ TM _ _ Chord _ _ Chor_._._d Ratio
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure Pressure Suction Suction P/Pcrface Surface rface Surface Surface Surface rface rface
. 1
13 -0.3171 0.369 1.356 0,669 0.342 0,726 19.1 -0.097 1.165 8.5 0..844
-0.285 1.32_ - 0._01 0.706 22,, -0.097 1.165 13.5 0.844
25 -0.192 0.369 1,231 0,669 0,361 0.706 24.' -0.097 1.165 18.8 0.850
30 ......
-0.223 0.369 1.262 0.669 0.438 0.630 28,( -0.097 1,165 23.7 0.853 d
35 -0.223 0.463 1.262 0.576 0.514 0.553 30._ -0.097 1.165 34.1 0.862
4n t
-0.160 0,463 1.200 0,576 0,342 0,726 33.[ -0.097 1:.!65 45.8 0.877
45 -0.160 0/. 525 1.200 0.513 0,342 0.726 35._ -0.097 1.165 58.0 0.883
3o -0,223 0.525 1.26,2 0.513 0.610 0.458 38._ -0.097 1.165 71.3 0.889
_;o -0.004 0.556 1.044 0.482 0.610 0.458 40. <, .-0.097 1.165






PRESSURE COEFF__CIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
: 50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4f_
Hub/Mid
,,; Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _7 Cp S Factor _ Channel
_{ Chor.__.__d lO_Span , lOr_Span , 90_S_an _ Chord, _,_ Chord Ratio
Suction Pressure ] Suction Pressure J [[Pressurei Pressure Suction Suction_ rface Surface , rface [ Surface Surface Surface rface urface P/P_
) 15
_ -0.503 1.540 - 0.342 0,'/25 19.1 -0.173 1.241 8.5 0,846
20 -0.403 - 1.440 0.342 0.725 22.4 -0.173 1.241 13.6 0.843
25 -0.237 0.393 1.274 0.642 0.361 0.706 24t_ 7n.173 1.24_. 18,8 0,852
30
_ -0.204 0.393 1.240 0.642 0.161 0.916 28.¢ -0.173 1.241 2:_, "_ 0,858
i 35 -0.137 O. 628 1.174 O. 509 O, 614 O, 853 30,2 -0.173 1.241 34.1 O. 870
40
-0.171 0.528 1.207 0.509 0.552 O. 61_, 35._ -0.173 1.241 45.8 0, 8(13
45
, -0.038 O. _,2S 1.074 0.509 = 0.$42 0.725 $5.'J -0.173 1.241 _8,0 0.887
_, 50 .n a_ n san 1_In_ n+aTa nas.q n.s.q4 .qn_J -A.230 12as 7_..q o.no
60 _ na_ n s_.q n _a 0 4_.q 0 _s n_a_ an _ -n _.qn _ _a
70 _'_
•. O. Kg.q . 0.44.q O. R-q_ fl ._ Kl.! -0.249 1.$17
S6.] -0.020 1.088
SI.! -0.211 |,2'/9




PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 1-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
Hub _Mid
('P S Factor Cp S Factox '. Cp S Factor '; Channel
t'hotc___..__l[ __ 10', Span I 1, Span.. _] _ Uhor_ ! _n_ I _ ('hord' l:at,+_._..__.
Sue:ran Pressure I Suchon I'ressu_e Pressu,,,I Pressure I Suctmn ] Sucttt,n
Surface Surface Surface Y,urfacc Surface Surface Surface Surface P/P_
I !
15
-0 432 0.404 1.473 0.636 0.360 0.705 19. -0.079 1.146 8.5 0.848
2n -0+374 1.415 - 0.169 0.897 22.4 -0.060 1.127 13.5 0.848
25 -0_259 0.318 1.300 0.723 0.303 0.763 24. -0.041 1 108 18.8 0.854
:lO
-0230 0_318 1.271 0.723 0.073 0.993 28.t -0,060 1.127 23.7 0.857
:;5
-n 11a fl _Ta 1 l_q_ _ g_ n ._14 fl.__.q_ .qfl _ -0.041 1_108 34.1 0.843
40
-0.14'] 0.346 1 isn 0.t;94 O.207 0. 859 33. -0.118 1.185 45, 8 0. q54
15
_C 057 0.462 1.098 0.578 0.245 Q,820 _5._ -6. 022 1.089 58.0 0.889
5f, -0._85 0.462 1.127 0.578 0.284 0.782 38._ -0.022 1.089 71,3 0.892
_in 0.058 0.462 0.983 0.578 0.514 0.552 40.! -0.022 1.089
.. ..--
70 0.491 - 0.550 0.30° 0.763 51.,' -0.041 1.108
56.] -0.003 1.070
61. ( -0. 022 l. 089
70._ -0.328 1.395





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA ST_S,TOR A
7(1C._DESIGN SPEED. POINT 1
Hub 3hd
('P S Fa:1or Cp S Factos Cp S Factor - Channel
.,_s_ I ._o..._._ ,C_r___da_ _ l_ti,,
Su_on Pressure Sutl,oa Pressure Pressure_ Pressure Su_lon Suction p/p
i_ Surface Surface Sur,'ace Surface Surface Surface Surface " -
l i !
15 -0.223 0.116 1.313 0.973 0.089 1.059 19.1 -0.219 1.368 9.5 0.66_
20 -0.285 1.375 - 0.089 1.059 22.4! -0.1(15 1.315 13.5 0.662
2_ -0,316 0.131 1.406 0,958 0.270 0.379 24.7 -0.229 1.379 18.8 0.659
3n -0.424 0,270 1.514 0.819 0...3(_ 0.846 28.0 -0.229 1.379 23.7 0.662
35 -0.4M O_301 1_496 0.788 0.499 (I,740 30.2 -0.282 1.432 34.1 0.682
J.0
-n -_-_ ! n425 1.622 O.SE4 O_4(F_ 0.740 33.5 -0.314 1.464 45.8 0_.723
45 I
-o 4_& n 4_ I _4s o_l;I;4 0.494 0.655 33.7 -0.282 1.432 5(s.0 0.740
5o
-n __nl n42s l S_fl 0_G64 0.462 0.686 38.8 -0,250 1.400 71.3 0.746
60
-0_177 0.471 |,:_7 0.619 0.558 0.591 40.9 -0.272 1.421
70 - 0,486 - 0.603 0.526 0.623 51.3 -0.187 1.336
I 56.1 -0.090 1.230
61.0 -0.069 1.219
70.4 -0.016 1.166
79.4 -0. 016 1.166
-TABLE 2-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
70 _ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
- Hub/Mid
._ Cp Cp Cp4 S Factor S Factor _, S Factor ¢; Charmel
- P/P_
! Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface . Surface Surface! I
15 4.239 0.212 1.323 0.871 0.210 0.931 19.1 -0.174 1.315 8.5 0,695
: 20 -0.287 - - 1.371 - 0.263 0.877 21.4 -0.152 1.293 13,5 0.695
25 -0.271 O_'JmE 1.355 0.8SS O.3,sO 0,800 24.7 -0.174 1,315 18.8 0,695
30 -n__Lqi O.'_lO 1._--- 0.823 0.362 0.778 28.0 -0.196 1,337 23.7 0.703
. 35 -0 _tl@ n 4PYn 1_4(A - a ai$ 0_41 0.:_ 30.2 -0.1_6 1.337 34.1 0.724
i 40 -n ,,M 0 u" I Aft,t n d;'/R O_ O,;RO 33.5 -0_2"/2 1.41$ 45.8 0.755
_ 4S O.770
.rn _ n _l 1 AM I 0 _v n _@ flsml _S.? -0_IAS 1._ 58.0
i ' _s° ..,.:q_.4oo o._ 1.4s4 J 0..-_ 0.548 o.s_ as.e -o.xs5 x._6 71.3 0.77z
i " 60 -0.126 0.334 1.210 0,849 O.(LX4 0.826 40.9 -01174 1.315 _"




--- 70,4 0.105 O._S
_,.ez .o. 141
1968024027-152
PRATT & WHI"rNEy AIRCRAFT
z
"" TABLE 2-3
¢ PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
70_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
Hub/Mid
,_ Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _ Cp S Factor _ Channel
9o_,_ I
! Suction Pressure _uct:on Pressure Pressure[ Pressure Suction Suction
Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface r/p
I I
15 -0.302 0.321 1.382 0.758 0.317 0.819 19.1 -0.121 1.257 8.5 0.713
20 -0.286 - 1.366 - 0.273 0. f_62 22.4 -0.110 1.246 13.5 0.718
2.3 -0.220 0t305 1.300 0.774 0.418 0.720 24.7 -0.110 1.246 I8.8 0.724
30
-0.270 0.321 1,349 0.758 0.427 0.709 28.0 -0.132 1.268 23.7 0.732
35 -o _+_o 0 2q'; 1_300 0.823 0.526 0.610 30,2 -0.110 1.240 34.1 0.752
40
-o _ n _ 1 _t 0_3 0_515 0.5_I 33.5 -0.165 1.301 45.8 b.778
45
-n _n n 17_ l_OO o gtu_ O.SI._ 0.621 35.7 -0.080 1.224 58.0 0.789
5O
-0.253 0,518 1.333 0.561 0.558 0.577 38.8 -0.066 1.20_ 71.3 0.795
_0 -0.039 0.551 1.119 0.528 0.471 0.665 40.9 -0.066 1.202
70 - 0. 551 - O. 52 8 0. 504 O. 632 51.3 -0. 033 1.170
56.1 0.098 1.038




PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
Hub/Mid
(_ Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _ Cp S Factor ._ Channel
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure[ Pressure Suction I Suction t)/p 8Surface Surface Surface Surfac( Surface Surface Surface $Jrface
I I
_- 15 -0.643 0.404 1.714 0.666 0.375 0.756 19.1 -0.090 1.222 8.5 0.727
: 20 __0.501 + __ 1.572 - 0.397 0.735 22.4 -0.079 1.212 13.5 0.737
25 -0. 306 0.369 1.378 0,701 0.41_1 0,680 24,7 -0. 057 10190 18.8 0.743
30
_ -0.270 0.3"69 1.341 0.7Q1 Q.47_ O. 0_;_) 20.0 -0.079 1.212 22.7 0.749
_++ 35 -0_ 1_1, 04f57 1.2_lt 0.812 0.$80 0.572 30.2 -0.048 1.179 34.1 0.768
_;, 40 -n TR1 n 47A 1 g'.k'9, fLAtS O_r-_9* O_AfLq .qA_A -O_ 041g 1 _1'79 IS_ I O_fg0
"_ 45 :+
_' -_+It'SPq ¢i .rsdl,g ! ldg n F,2A fl, glA fl_RIA MS_? .n al_g 1_1A? AM_0 0__
+_ 50 -0.092 O. r_18 1.1d3 o. sgs _ O.&14 0:810 38.8 0.007 1.125 21.3 0.811
_- 60 O_Of4 0_$84 0.985 O.SIIM 0.879 a_4K.q 40_9 0.007 1.1_S
"_, 70 __ 0.800 - 0.4'70 0.825 O. SO? 81.3 0.0411 1.021
a.l 0.169 0.91_
o1.0 0.169 0._
\" = 70_4 O_MN O+ IICI
+ 71),4 O.llt 0.1_




PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
70 _ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
Hub/M'id
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _ Cp S Factor _ Channel
Chord[ _, lO_Span ,_-_. lO_Simn 90_Span _ Chord _ _ Chor.__dd!Ratio
Suction Pressure i ouction Pressure Pressure Pressure Suction SuctionI Surfac_ Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface
I i I
f
! 5 -0. 576 O.411 1 . 646 0. 659 0,349 O. 782 i 3. i -0,097 1. 229 8. ,5 0. 725
20 -0.489 - 1.560 - 0,328 0.803 22.4 -0.087 1.219 13.5 0.733
25 -0.403 0.289 1.473 0.780 0,445 0.686 24.7 -0.055 1.187 18.8 0.741
30 -0.351 0,289 1.421 0,780 0,424 0,707 28.0 -0,087 1.219 23.7 . 0.749
35 -0.264 0.393 1.335 5.676 0._2 0,579 30.2 -0.044 1,176 34.1 0.765
40 -0.264 0.393 1.335 0.070 0.541 0.590 33.5 -0.097 1.229 45.8 0.78";
45 -0.1_0 0.463 1.231 0.607 0.616 0.515 35.7 -0.012 1.144 58.0 0.800L
50
-O._S 0.480 1.196 o.sgQ 0.573 0,S56 38.8 -0,001 1.133 71.3 0.809
60 -O.V04 0.4_7 1,0"/Q • "0.57"_ 0.588 0.473 40.9 0.008 1.123
7O
- 0v497 - 0.5'i2 0,606 0,525 51.3 0.040 1,091








PRATT & NMITNICy AIRCRAr _"
TABLE 3-1
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
90_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
Hub/Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor '; Cp S Factor _ Channel
Suetmon Pressure suction Pressure Pressure Pressure _ucti-,n Suction
Surface Surface SU_fa "e .', ,rface Surface Surface Surface Surface _/r
1 -0.271 -0.072 1.427 1.228 - _.145 1.397 19.1[ -0.237 1.489 8.5 0.520
"-'" -6.301 - 1.457 -0.001 1.252 22.4 -0.069 1.321 13.5 0.514
"-':- -0.401 -0.013 1.556 1.168 0.167 1.085 24.7 -0.198 1.451 18.8 0.498
-0.510 0.0_6 !.666 1.098 0.273 0.978 28.0 -0.207 1.458 23.7 0.471
33 " ")_570 0.23._ 1_726 0.919 0.373 0.879 30.2 -0.260 1.512 34.1 0".487
40
-n 71q " fl 97_ 1+875 N__79 fl_419 N_PJL<i _3_5 -0.351 1_603 45_8" 0.577
;y,
-it ,_0 0 _R_ ! ROK tl Rgq 0 A7_) 0+779 .'15_7 -II ._l_ I ._.'t4 F,R_O m n r,99
::1_ |
-a_Tfi9 0.295 1.925 0.859 [ 0.487 0.764 3P.8 _-0.412 1.664 71.-3 b.,_99I
-0_192 0.454 _ £.347 t, 7.S0 0.548 0.703 4O.S -0.496 1.748]
70 0.464 - 0.691 0.556 0.696 31.3 -0.115 1.367
56.-1 -0.646 1.298
6L0 -0.061 1.313
70.4 0.014 1.237 |
___ 79.4j- 0.007 1.245 I
TABLE 3-2
PRESSURE.COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
90 _ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
Hub/Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor r; Cp S Factor c; Channel
+l°+I++Suctien Pressure SuLlion Pressure Pressure [ Pressure suction suction i PIpSurface Surface Surface _urfaee surf=ce Surface Surface SurfaceI I .
15 -0.243 0.211 1.391 0.935 0.183 1.057 19.1 -0.365 1.607 8.5 0.529
20 _07312 _ 1.400 - 0.198 1.042 22.4 -0.071 1.313 13.5 0.545
25 3-n_2._ 0+2_! 1_401 0_915 O R.r_ 0.8B4 24.7 -0.139 1.381 18.0 0.550
3O
-O__ fl+241 ! _.KIII, _, MA _ _419i_- O_g,."ql9 2A__1 -0_ 1M ! _AM 23 _? O..K._a
35 z(t OGq_ n aM 1 4AN d ?_? N AN? II ?Ad .'111_ -fl_ld9 1 411 A4_1 O_A_Lg
40 -0__1_1 0_4G9 1.589 _._37 9 522 0.718 33.5 -0.245 1.486 45.0 -0.951
45 -o 5_9._ 0:449 1.449 + 0__49 0.$90 0.951 _5.'/ -0.19_ 1.433 fl8.0 0.927
50 _n _,a9 n gnit i _1_ fl_.'tl_ 0.,£9N 0 sAa 5A_A ::..O_Ifl_ 1_343 -"/1__ 0.919"
60 on n_ n _,;an '___M n_A_o n__A? -o_Ags ':'4,0_9 -N_YA9 1_411
70 . N__;I - __ A'/9 O__ _N_ K_R A! .$ -N_ 011 ! .2K._
_- 58.1 0.101 1.140 +:
_1._ 0.058 :|.158
_/h • n_ll.q ! fief
- " -" 79.4 0_198 _ i.04_ +'-" ._ "
" +- " "+'+
• +. +.... ..... +_. -.-+;




PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
90Jc DESIGN'SPEED, POINT 3 ""
Hub/Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor % Cp S Factor qr Channel "
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure i Pressure • Suction Suctlon nZpbrface Surfac rface Surface Surface Surfac rface rface
I
15 -0.351 0.342 1.490 0.796 0.305 0.921 19.1 -0.243 1.470 8.5 0.573
2_ 0,593
--, _ _. -O.410 - 1.549 0.410 0.816 22.4 -0.047 1.274 13,5
23 ! -0.202 0.322 1.341 0_816 0_455 0.771 24_7 -0.032 1_259 18_8 O__fi
3O
-0_242 6..q42 I _.qR! 6 79£ O 4fL't 0 7._Lq 2R n -n n._ i 9__q 9.q V n AI_
3:)
_-0_I_2._ 0.441 1 _q11 n nQ7 n _A n _ nn 9 -n n,_ t 9vA qA I n on,
I in I -0.212 ().461 1.351 0.677 0.583 0.643 33_5 -0.077 I_304 45_8 0_716 -
I |l'-
l -0.14.q 0.540 l_262 0_._,90 0_64:_ ._ ._q .q5 7 -0 ILq2 I __59 _66 n n r._
--0 !._._[ fJ r-Kn 1 9(tl n r.RR i_ I_Lq n KRq qR A 9_079 1 1A7 "/1 q Et n'R_
,;O 0.925 0.580 1.113 0.558 0.710 0.516 40,9 -0.062 1.289
7o






PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MC/,.AST&TOIl A
9_0_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
Hub;Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Facto, _ Cp S Facto, r. Channel
I',i, -I_'hor___.ddt0_ Span lo'; Span _ __Suction Pressure Suction Pressure pipPressure| Pressure Suction SuctionSurface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface
15 -0.503 - 0.076 1.636 1,055 0,371 0,854 1"9.1 -0.031 1.257 8.5 0.593
20 -0,,_23 - 1_656 - 0.378 0,846 22.4 -0.009 1.234 13.5 0.616
25 -0_2.q9 0._61 1.371 0.770 0.497 0.727 24.7 0.021 1.205 18.8 0.628
30
-0.249 fl .q_ 1 .'t_ N.740 0_606 0_720 29_0 -0_017 1_2_. 23.7 0.041
3_'_ r_t lqq fl 4t?a 1 9Rq 11Rr.@ n 617 fl ROR AN 9 N _1 " I *_NK _4_1l 0_66J_
40 -N ldq N AIA 1 9_q O RIR O Rlq _ Rflfl AA __ -0.(_.4 1 _4,9 AK 6 0_'_0_
45
--n n_ II P-_. 1 99Q r* Rn'/ n 604 . II r_4n AS '/ N /_%e, 1 tQirl _ N h _/1_
' 50 - -
0._?__. n_.ene • nna _ een _ _jq II K_R .qR A 0 _-llq 1 1fl0 ql_9 fl_?-_N
60 fl _0 _}606 ! . 0.q5 fl_K20 ft. g_17 0_41_ 40_9 0-065 ! _11;0




79.4 0.251 - 0.973
_,.ee "o. 145
1968024027-156
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 3-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
90 _ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
Hub .Mid
•, Cp S Factor Cp S Factoz Cp S Factor Channel
Ch°rd 1 10_' Span i-10'i Span l_i_ Ch°rd _1TM ('hort..__.__l l_tio)/
Suction Pressure l Suctlt,i, Pressure Pressure[ Pressure Suction Suction [
Surface , Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surfacx. Surface I/I,
I I
15 -0.538 0.435 1.668 0.695 0.42"1 0.812 19.1 0.021 1.211 8.5 0.609
20 -0.436 - 1.567 - 0.413 0.819 22.4 0.064 1.169 t'4,5 0.628
25 -0.264 0.394 1.394 0.735 0.520 0.712 24.7 0.057 1.176 18.8 0.643
3N
-0.213 0.435 1,344 0.695 0.648 0.684 28.0 0.078 1.154 23.7 0.653
35 0 4_ 0_4_'_ 0_634 0_644 0_634 0-598 30.2 0.064 1.169 34.1 0.672
40
fl4R_+ fl_q£ 0__1.4 o ._q3 0.634 0.598 33.5 0.085 1.147 45,8 0,70_
45
n 4t_ n _7 n 71._ 0_.563 0705 0_527 35.7 0.002 I.]40 58.0 0.722
50 3.394 0.607 O. 736 O. 522 O. 677 0.555 38.8 0.221 I. 0!2 71.3 0.685
r,O
- 0.597 - 0.532 0.762 0.470 40.9 0.121 1.112
TO _ 0,638 - 0.492 0.705 0.527 51.3 0.242 0.990
56.1 0.256 0.976





- J,AQ-.o, n4A -.
+ +,_,




PRESSURE COE_'FICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
95_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
Hub/Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor '" Cp S Factor _ Channel
S_ctlon Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure Pressure Suction Suction D/pSurfac'c Surface Surface S,irfacc Surface Surface Surfac_e Surface
! ,,
15 -0.218 -0. 149 1.401 1.331 -0. 228 1.507 19.1 -0.350 1.629 8.5 0.469
'" -0.236 - 1.419 -0. 1_8 1.407 22.4 -0.429 1.708 13.5 0.469
25 -0. 349 -0. 140 1. 532 1. 323 -0. 135 1. 414 24.7 -0. 501 1. 780 18.8 0. 455
:m -0.419 0.016 1.602 1.165 0.150 1.128 28.0 -0.451 1.729 23.7 0.426
t :;-' -0.533 0.191 1.715 0.9_1 0.336 0.941 30.2 -0.451 1.729 34.1 0.392I,, -0.620 0.261 1.803 0.920 0.401 0.877 33.5 -0.436 1.715 45.8 0.519
l
l-, -0.742 0.357 1.925 0.825 0.451 0.827 35.7 -0.386 1.665 58.0 0.549
"' -0. 899 0. 392 2. 082 0. 790 0. 494 0. 784 38.8 -0. 372 1. 651 71.3 0. 554
I.
Ja, -0. 236 0. 444 I. 4i9 0. 7_ 0. 501 0. 777 40.9 -0. 379 1. 658
I 7n _ 0. 435 0.729 0. 554 0. 7_4 51.3 -0. 228 1. 507
56. 11 -0. 193 1.472
I 61.0 -0.0_5 1.364
70., -0. 057 I. 335
79., -0. 042 I. 321
TABLE 4-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
95_ DESIGN SPEED, P_)INT 2
tiuh .Mid
• ('_' S Factor Ci_ S Factol Cp S Factor Channelr
Suctmn Pressure Suction Pressure J Pressure[ Ps'essurc Suction Suction P/I'Surface " Surface Surface Surface _rfaco Surfacc Surface. ! Surface -
1", -0.. 216 0.231 1,389 0.941 0.181 1.091 19.1 -0.448 1.720 8.5 0.462
:') -0. 295 - 1. 468 - 0. 273 0. 999 22, 4 .-0.009 1.282 13.5 0. 481
25 -0.207 0.257 1.380 0.915 0. 386 0. 886 24.7 -0. 469 1.7Q 18. $ 0.507
:1o -0. 321 0. 266 1. 494 0. 906 _ 0. 450 0. 822 28. 0 -0. 031 1. _03 23.7 0. 533
35 -0, 251 0. 415 1. 424 0. 757 0. 520 0. 751 30.2 -0. 292 1.5_5 34, 1 0. 579
40 -0. 374 O. 441 I. 547 O. 730 O. 563 O. 709 33. ;: -0. !0,! _ I. 374 45, 8 O, 624
45 -0.251 0. 520 1.424 0. 651 0. 605 0. 666 35.7[ -0. 059 1,331 58, 0 0,639
:'_ -0. 321 O. 529 " I. 494 - O. 642 O. 627 O. 645 38. 8 "O. 053 1.2,18 71, 3 O. 645
- ';1' O,002 O,582 1, 169 O. 590 O. 676 O. 595 40.9 -0. 038 1. 310
7
70 _ . 0,599 - O, 5'/2 -0. 676 0.595 51.3 O. 117 1. 154
I 56. I O.160 I. 112
..__.[. _ 6_., o. _45 I" t. t2570.4 0 2 4 1.0 7
I
I 79.4 O.273 O.999
ID&elg NO, 147 &
1968024027-158
FRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 4-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
95_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
Hub 'Mid
. Cp S Factor Cp S Factor ", ('P S Factor ', Channel
Su ct_,n Pressure Suction Pressure p/p
Pressure [ Pressure Suction Suc'ion
Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface
17,
-%431 0.280 1.593 0.881 0.301 0.960 19.1 -0.497 1.758 8.5 0.511
2o -0,458 1.620 - 0.357 0.904 22.4 0.016 1.244 13.5 0.551
25 -0 194 N 33a ] .qAA fl A2_; 0.4A8 N.793 24_7 -0 OAO ] .q4_ 18. 8 p .q74
JO
-N 9:11 N .'ilia l .'17.q (I 7qd fl A;l__ fl 7r,R ")Afl (_ (l_q7 I "79A O_'t7 N -_Rq
3-_ -0.132 0.456 1.294 0.705 0.579 0.682 30.2 0.016 1.2.14 34.1 0.621
I
40 -0.141 0.500 1.303 0.661 0.607 0.654 33.5 0.023 1.238 45.8 0,657
45 -0.106 0.553 1.268 0.608 0,662 0,599 35,7 0.030 1,231 58,0 0,677
-,0
-0_O88 N.$79 I 2AO O..582 O.R48 O. A12 _a._ O_1.SK I_IOA 71 _3 N_A87
60
0.060 0.597 1.101 0.564 0.718 0.543 40.9 0.058 1.203
70
- 0.632 0.529 0.69i 0.564 51.3 0.190 1.071
56,1 0.232 1,029




PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
95 % DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
Hub./Mid
_.. Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _ Cp S Factor _ Channel
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure[ Pressure Suction Suction p/prface Surface rface Surfac Surfac Surface rface rface
15
-0.590 0.062 1.743 1.089 0.408 0,847 19.1 -0.055 1.311 8.5 0,575
20 -0.492 - 1,644 ' - 0,394 0.861 22.4 0.032 1.223 13.5 0,600
25 -0.277 0.349 1.430 0.803 0.517 0.738 24.7 0.073 1.182 18.8 0.814
30
-0_214 0.4fl3 • .3A7 0.74ft fl_g44 fl_?ll 28_O N_nRA 1.189 _.7 fl R_.fl
35
-n 11R _ A_R 1 9RR n R_.K n RgR (I _q __lit¢) O.09& 1 lal qal n agl
40
__ rlRG _l__;OI;I 1 9A9 II nOA It_ RIQ ft AqR _ g 0.0_ * 1119 At. I_ n nllh
i3 -0.044 0.555 1.197 0.597 0.694 0.581 35.7 0.114 1.141 58.0 0.700
5o -0.017 0.591 1.170 0,561 0.674 0,581 38.8 0,189 1,066 71.3 0,712
60 0.089 0,582 1.062 0.670 0.749 0.506 40.9 .0.141 1.113
70 0_644 - 0_507 0,701 0.554 51e3 0t223 1t032
56.1 0.298 0,958
81;0 0,21_7 1,038
_ 70.4 0,826 0,929 -






PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
95_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
.....ii I
Hub ,Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Fact,,, Cp S Factoi '; Channt.I
Suction Pressure Suct_on Prt.s,_ure Pressure [ Pl'cssurc Suctt(,n Suction
• Surface Surface Surface e,urface Surface Surface Surface Surface P/I"
1"_ -0.636 -0. n,46 1.781 1.191 0.409 0.847 19.1 0.002 1.255 8.5 0.583
,,o -0.470 .- 1.615 0.356 0.901 22.4 0.015 1.242 13.5 0.605
I -0,341 0,350 0,794 0,516 0.741 24,7 18.8
1,486 0,076 1.181 0,619
:In -0.239 0.396 1.384 0.748 0.510 0.747 28.0 0.055 1.202 23.7 0.631
35 -0.166 0.442 1.310 0.702 0.630 0.627 30.2 0.102 1.155 34.1 0.65?
40 -e IU 0.506 1.255 0.637 0.617 0.640 33.5 0.062 1.195 |5.8 0.680
45 -0,064 0.534 1,209 0,610 0,690 0.567 [ 35,7 0,055 1,202 _,o, O. j 0,699
.3O
= -0.018. 0.571 1.163 0.573 0.670 0.087 38.8 0.156 1.10] 71.3 0.711
t;o 0,073 0,571 1,071 0,573 0,743 0.514 40,9 0,156 1,101
70




79,4 0,276 0,981 "
,Aa= NO. 149 "
i
1968024027-160
PRATT & WHITNEY A:RCRAFT
TABLE 5-I
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
100_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
it It HubM,a('P S Faet,,r ('P S Factol -_ c: _ Fqetor ('hanntl
Suetl,_n Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure[ Pressure Suct,on Suction
Surface Surface S,u face Su, fact, Surface Surface Surface Surface P/I'.
l:, -0.204 -0.130 1.399 1.325 -0.213 1.513 19.1! -0.351 1.650 8.5 0.441
2n -0.228 1.424 - -0.165 1.464 22.4 -0.427 1.726 13.5 0.444
- - -0,318 -0.286 1.514 1.481 -0.2:tl 1.540 24.7 -0.399 1.698 !8.8 0,434
:to -0.392 -0.072 1.588 1.268 -0.151 1.451 28.0 -0.495 1. 1Q5 23.7 0.405
35 -0.499 0.123 1.694 1.071 0.198 1.100 30.2 -0.475 1.774 34.1 0.347
in -0.564 0.214 1.760 0.981 0.315 0.983 23.5 -0.564 1.863 45.8 0.478
45 -0.720 0.312 1. 916 0.882 0.446 0.5o2 35.7 -O. 550 1.850 58_ 0 0.515
30 -0.835 0.337 2.031 0.858 0.467 0.832 38.8 -0.413 1:7!2 71.3 0.520
i;0 -0.138 0.410 1.333 n.784 0.528 0.770 40.9 -0.440 1.740




i 79.4 -0.I17 1.416
TABLE 5-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
H,tb/Mid
,_ Cp S Facto: Cp S Factor _ Cp S Factor ¢_, Channel
Suction Pressure Suction P,'_sure Pressure Pressure Suctton Suction p/prface Surface rface 3urface Surface Surf_-c rface rface -
15 -0.310 0.318 1.496 0.867 0.253 1.037 19.1 -0.603 1.794 8.5 0.413
20 -0.398 - 1.585 0.400 0.890 32.4 0.031 1.258 13.5 0.446
25 -0.189 0.326 1.375 O. 8,_9 0.427 0.863 2.'t. 7 -0.603 1.794 18.8 0.4d9
30 -0.213 0.375 1.400 0.811 0.607 0.793 28.0 0.105 1.1_5 23.7 0.537
33
1,351 0,722 i 0_561 0.729 30._. -0_399 1.680 34.1 0.573-_Om _65 0.464
40 !
-0.173 O.Sl_ 1.359 0.674 0.62? 0.662 38.3 0.119 1.1_?| 45,8 0,621
45 -0.140 "0.568 1.327 0.61"/ 0.641 0,649 35.7 -0.098 1,379 58.0 0.641
:iO -0.116 0.593 1.303 0.593 0,637 0.662 38,8 0.336 1.064 71.3 0.648
60 0.133 0.617 1.053 0.569 0.594 0.696 40.9 0.046 =1.345
70 0.649 0.53? 0,601 O.69_8 61.3 0.23q 1.066
56.1 0.306 1.064
61,0 O. 226 1. 064






P.RESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
100_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
Hub 'Mid
('P S Factor Cp S Factor ', Cp S Factor '7 Channel
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure Pressure Pressure Suction Suction
Surface Surface Surface Surface S_ rtace Surface Surface Surface P/P_
1 I
i.-, -0.461 0.362 I.644 0.820 0.368 0.910 19.I -0.544 I.823 8.5 0.703
2n -0.430 - 1.613 - 0.395 0.884 22.4 0.103 I.175 13.5 0.540
25 -0.212 0.346 1.395 0.836 0.771 24.7 -0.154 1.433 18.8 0.567
30 -0.212 0.393 1.395 0.789 0.500 0,778 28.0 0.150 ".]29 23.7 0.585
3-) -0.096 O, 4n_ 1.279 0.774 - 30,2 0,0_0 1,22_ 34.1 0.622
4O -0.096 0.556 .... 1. 279 0. 626 0. 600 0.679 33.5 0. 150 1. 129 45.8 O. 650
mL-_" I -0.041 0.541 1,224 0.641 0.699 0.580 35.7 0.117 1.162 58.0 0.678
50 -0. 002 0. 580 1.186 0.603 0. 659 0. 619 38. 8 0. 170 1. 109 71.3 0. 690
60 0. 098 0, 580 1. 085 0.603 0.758 0. 520 40.9 0.156 1. 122
7O
- O. 626 0. 556 0, 686 0. 593 51.3 0. 196 1,083
56.1[ O.2_9 O.990
61.01 0.216 1.063
70.4 0. 309 O.970
79.41 0.269 1. 010
i
TABLE 5-4
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
100_oDESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
Hub, Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _', Cp ._ Factor t_ Channel
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure Pressurel Pressure Suction " Suction
Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Sue'face Surface Surface /P,_
15 -0.560 -0.001 1.742 1.182 0.402 0.874 19.1 -0.277 1.554 8.5 0.535
2o -0.433 - 1.615 0.364 0.913 22.4 0.09fi 1.182 13.5 0.570
25 -0.329 0.290 1.511 0.891 0.518 0.759 24.7 0.024 1.2fi3 1fl.8 O.S92
30 -0.239 0.357 1.421 0.824 0.492 0.784 28.0 0_139 1.137 23.7 0.60_
35 -0.179 0.387 1.362 0.794 0.633 0.643 30.2 0.11,4 1.163 34.1 0.932
40 -0.120 0.461 :.302 0.720 0.682 0.698 33.fi 0.139 1.137 46.8 0.691
45 -0.090 0.469 1.272 0.'/12 0.704 0.673 36.7 0.139 1.137 68.0 0.662
50 -0.030 0.921 1.212 0.660 0_914 0,662 $8t8 0,194 1.092 7_t$ 0.701
60 O.061 O.506 1.130 O.978 O. 762 O_616 40.9 O_161_ 1.110







PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 5-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT. 5
Hub/Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor % Cp S Factor _ Channel
10_ Span 10_ Span _ [ 90_an _ Chord I 90_S_n 90_81mn Chord Ratio
Suction Pressure Suction Pressure ] Pressure Pressure " I Suction Suction
Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface Surface P/P8
i I
-0.596 -0.101 1,753 1.258 0.402 0,871 19.1 -0.187 1.461 8.5 547
-0.495 - 1.652 0.345 0.928 22.4 0.003 1.271 13.5 0.075
-0.403 0.275 1.560 0.881 0.504 0.770 24.7 0.009 1.265 18.8 0.59,
-0.319 0.325 1.476 0.831 0.491 0.782 28.0 0.079 1.195 23.7 0.80?
-0.260. 0.376 1.417 0.780 0.624 0.649 30.2 0.085 1.188 34.1 0.631
-0,202.. 0.443 1.359 0,713 0,5.°,3 0.681 33.5 0,098 1,176 4_,8 0,659
-0.177 0.476 1.334 0.680 0.688 0.586 35.7 0.117 1.157 58.0 0.680
-0.093 0.518 1.250 0.6:;8 0.631 0.643 38.8 0.161 1.113 71.3 0.694
-0.009 0.518 1.166 0.638 i 0.745 0.528 40.9 0.155 1.119
- 0.560 - 0.596 J 0.682 0.592 51.3 0.174 1.100!








PRESS_'RE C'OEFFICIENT.DATA, MCA STATOR A
110_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
Hub .Mul
(P $ Fatlor ('P S Factor Cp S F2ctor " Channel
_l _ Chord *.*0 Siwn _ Chord
I Sutlton Pressure 5u,ltov Pre.__-ure Pressure I Pressure Su(.-tw_ Suction
._r_a_- Surface Surfarr Suzla_'l- Surfar_- Surface Surfac_ - Surface P/P-
I I i
1". -0.7G4 -0.022 1.9K3 1.245 -0.086 1.474 19.1 -0.273 1.661 8.5 0.399
I -*" -0.495 1.720 -0.045 1.433 22.4 -0.308 1.696 13.5 0.3922; -0.613 -0.332 1.836 1.555 -0.145 1.532 24.7 -0.291 1.679 18.8 0.387i
j it, -0.274 -0.252 1.4;)7 1,504 -0._21 1.509 28.0 -0.355 1.743 23.7 0.363
I
i :t; ").361 -0.022 1.564 1.245 -0.080 1.469 30.2 -0.349 1.737 34.1 0.303
!
;q -0.352 0.215 ,1.605 1.007 0.030 1.357 33.5 -0.420 1.808 45.8 0.387
• i', -0.498 0.294 1.721 0.962 0.487 0.900 35.7 -0.431 1.819 58.0 0.455
:,i_ -0.642 0.330 1.865 0.892 0.528 0.859 38.8 -0.367 1.755 71.3 0.450
,;u -0.505 0.445 1.728 t.776 0.727 0.660 40.9 -0.5(]2 1.890
:_ 0.431 0.791 0.721 0.666 51.3 -0.215 1.603
56.1 -0.156 1.545
61.0 -0.104 1.492
_ } 70.4 -0.074 1.462
i 79.4 -0.080 1.468
TABLE 6-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
110_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
Hub/Mid
Cp S Factor Cp S Factor _ Cp S FdCtOr _ Chzr_el
i I I I-°_.S_n I _ Chord, _ _ Chor____d_uchom Pressmie Suctioo Pressure Pres_re[ Pressure Suction Suction p/p.'_urfat_eSurfa._ rfz.'_ -_,rface Surfaee Sur[a e rface rfaee
:
I:, -0. _18 0.360 1.738 0.859 0.306 1.022 19.1 -0.449 1.783 8.5 0.399
l :J'; -0.428 1.648 0.342 0.991 22.4 0.062 1.271 13.5 0.438
_" -0.248 0.347 1.468 0.873 0.492 0.881 24_7 -0.424 1.758 18.8 0.488
" :|" -0.255 0.383 1.475 0.831 0.402 0.1151 28.0 0.117 1.216 23.7 0.519
:_:* -0_144 0f48_ 1.364 0.734 0.56 0.725 30.2 -0.199 1.533 34 ! O.SSIlet - . .527 653 8 66 3 5 0.141 192 45.8 0.582
: ;:' -0.6_ O. f_i2 1.309 0.538 0.033 0.080 35.7 0.001 1.332 58.0 0.596F-
: • i ,- -0.040 OJilT 1.260 O.(iO_ 0.SW 0.741 : 38.8 0.153 1.1.80 71.3 0.599
i ,;,t O.OTT 0.537 : 1.143 O.r4B 0,616 0.717 40.0 0.099 1,235!
v' ! ;.i - 0.53T 0._ O.N$- 0.766 51.3 0.172 1.161
. 56.1 9.190 1.143
I
: _" _JJ.O 0.178 1.15fi
. -,o.4 o.m - s,.ou
_ I_klIZ I_. 153
...._............... . . ,... :::',. ,._'.: ,-: -. : .: :.-_: :' i::__ .. :::__:. " . , :- -
1968024027-164
PRATT & WHITNIry AIRCRAFT
TABLE 6-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA FOR POINT 3
AT 1100_ DESIGN SPEED WAS NOT RECORDED
TABLE 6-4
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTDATA, MCA STATOR A
110¢_ DESIGN spEED, POINT 4
llub Mid
Cp S Factor (P S Facto! C[) $ F_Ct()r ('hafln¢-!
.';u_1,,m l'ressu,'v ,_ut_,on Prcs:.ure ._*.s._ul-e| Pressure _u_iren Suction ,
•_rfa,',. Surface ._ rfat-e ._i r f:ice Sul-fac,. Surface Surface Surface P/l*.
l', -0.563 0.350 1.764 0.850 0.220 1.111 19.1 -0.473 1.805 8.5 0.384
;t_ -0.458 1.659 0.358 0.973 22.4 0.092 1.239 13.5 0.411
i ;:' -0.403 0.287 1.603 0.912 0.433 0.897 24.7 -0.450 1.'/82 18.8 0.459
L-;P' -0.34.0 0.301 1.541 0.898 0.474 0.. 857 28.0 0.133 1.198 23.7 0.498
:_'_ -0.284. 0.399 .1_.485 0,801 0.578 0.'/53 30.2 -0.264 1,_6 54.,1 0.539
li, -0.256 O.441 1.457 O. 759 O.5' - O. 770 3.1.5 O.133 1 •198 45.8 O.577
! I", -0,193. 0.511 1.394 0.089 0.653 0:678 35,7 -0.069 1.401 58.0 0.596 __
-.o -0.158 0.532 1.358 o.._s o,_19 9..712 38,S 0,_44 1.187 71.8 0.005
,;0 -0. Ol 8 O. 580 I. 219 O..'/40 O. 728 O.803 40. 9 O.02: I. 303
70 0.567 0.03. _ 0.64'/ I 0.064 61.$ 0.!88 1.146
• . 56.1. 0.187 1.183
61.0 0.1TJ 1.153





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR A
110_0 DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
Hub/Mid
• Cp S F'a_lo. Cp S Factol '; Cp S Factor "; Channel
_1_ Chord _ _ Chord R,t,o
_uct,on Pressure :_ut'tson Pressure Pressure[ Pressure Suet,on ' Suction p/p._• ._Jrfact. SurL_cc Surface Surf:.<-c Surface Surface rfs_ rface
1.3 -0.538 0.358 1.732 0.834 0.255 l.OV7 1_.1 -0.469 ] 1.799 8.5 0.304
"n -0.453 1.646 O."_'3 1.009 22.4 0.069 1.263 13.5 0.399
2:. -0.411 0.252 1.604 0.940 0.424 0.908 24.7 -0.454 1.767 18.8 0.43 °
:w -0.340 0,295 1.533 0.898 0.436 0.896 28.0 0.114 1,218 23,7 0,47_;
:_-_ -0.298 0.365 1.491 0.827 0.571 0.701 30.2 -0.398 1.731 34.1 0.528
L ,
tit
L_ -0.262 0.436 1.456 0.756 0.526 0.806 33.5 0.126 1.207 45.0 0.352
45 -0.220 0.485 1.413 0.707 0.056 0.676 35.7 -0.144 1.477 58.0 0.597
5o -0.171 0.528 1.364 0.664 0.577 0.755 36.8 0.137 1.195 71.3 0.610
-60 -0.059 0.535 1.244 0.657 0.729 0.603 40.9 -0.037 1.370
70 0.563 1.629 0.611 0.722 51.3 0.148 1.184
56.1 0.142 1.190
Sl.O 0.142 1.190
J 70.4 0.238 1.094 I
[ 79.4 0.221 1.111 |
1968024027-166
